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Abstract: We extend the twistor methods developed in our earlier work on linear de-
formations of hyperka¨hler manifolds [1] to the case of quaternionic-Ka¨hler manifolds.
Via Swann’s construction, deformations of a 4d-dimensional quaternionic-Ka¨hler man-
ifold M are in one-to-one correspondence with deformations of its 4d+ 4-dimensional
hyperka¨hler cone S. The latter can be encoded in variations of the complex symplec-
tomorphisms which relate different locally flat patches of the twistor space ZS , with
a suitable homogeneity condition that ensures that the hyperka¨hler cone property is
preserved. Equivalently, we show that the deformations ofM can be encoded in varia-
tions of the complex contact transformations which relate different locally flat patches
of the twistor space ZM ofM, by-passing the Swann bundle and its twistor space. We
specialize these general results to the case of quaternionic-Ka¨hler metrics with d + 1
commuting isometries, obtainable by the Legendre transform method, and linear de-
formations thereof. We illustrate our methods for the hypermultiplet moduli space in
string theory compactifications at tree- and one-loop level.
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1. Introduction
Quaternionic-Ka¨hler (QK) manifolds play an important role in string and supergravity
theories, primarily because the hypermultiplet moduli spaces appearing in string theory
backgrounds with 8 supercharges fall into this class. In this work, we study general
aspects of QK manifolds and of their twistor spaces, and provide a general formalism for
describing linear perturbations of 4d-dimensional QK manifolds with d+1 commuting
isometries. For this purpose we build on our previous study of linear deformations of
hyperka¨hler (HK) manifolds obtainable by the Legendre transform method [1].
A key fact for the present study is the (local) one-to-one correspondence between
4d-dimensional QK manifoldsM and 4d+4-dimensional “hyperka¨hler cones” (HKC) S,
i.e. 4d+4-dimensional HK manifolds with a homothetic Killing vector and an isometric
SU(2) action rotating the three complex structures (see Figure 1 for orientation). In
particular, Swann’s construction produces S as a C2/Z2 bundle overM, twisted by the
SU(2) part of the spin connection onM [2]. The converse relation goes under the name
of “superconformal quotient” in the physics literature [3, 4]. Moreover, any isometry
of M can be lifted to a tri-holomorphic isometry of S, see e.g. [5, 6]. Therefore, the
formalism of [1] is directly applicable to the Swann bundle S, with a suitable restriction
to ensure the hyperka¨hler cone (or “superconformal invariance”) property.
For this purpose, one introduces the twistor space ZS = S × CP 1 of the HK
manifold S, an open covering Uˆi of ZS projecting to open disks Ui on CP 1, and a local
Darboux coordinate system (νI[i], µ
[i]
I ) (I = ♭, 0, . . . , d− 1) for the O(2)-twisted complex
symplectic structure Ω[i] = dµ
[i]
I ∧ dνI[i] on Uˆi. Since1 Ω[i] = f 2ij Ω[j] mod dζ on the
overlap Uˆi ∩ Uˆj , the coordinate systems (νI[i], µ[i]I ) and (νI[j], µ[j]I ) must be related by a
symplectomorphism on Uˆi ∩ Uˆj; the latter can be parametrized in the usual way by a
generating function S [ij](νI[i], µ
[j]
I , ζ). The set of all S
[ij], subject to consistency relations,
reality conditions and gauge equivalence, encodes the complex symplectic structure on
ZS , and therefore the HK metric on S.
As we show in Section 2.4 below, superconformal invariance restricts S [ij] to be a
function of f−2nij ν
I
[i] and µ
[i]
I only, with no further ζ dependence, and to be homoge-
neous of degree one when (νI[i], µ
[i]
I ) are rescaled with weight (n, 1 − n), respectively2.
The integer n characterizes the transformation rules of the local coordinates under
both dilations and SU(2) rotations. For n = 1, the relevant case for QK manifolds
with isometries, the O(0) sections µ[i]I may acquire anomalous scaling dimensions, and
1Here fij are the transition functions of the O(1) bundle on CP 1 with coordinate ζ.
2See [7, 8, 9] for other discussions of superconformal invariance in projective superspace and [10, 11]
for an analysis in components.
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Figure 1: Summary of various coordinate systems on the QK space M, its twistor space
ZM, its Swann bundle S and the twistor space of the Swann bundle ZS .
the homogeneity condition may be relaxed into a “quasi-homogeneity” property, as
explained further in Section 2.4.
Deformations of S correspond to variations H [ij]
(1)
(νI[i], µ
[i]
I , ζ) of the generating func-
tions S [ij], subject to the consistency, reality and quasi-homogeneity conditions and
gauge equivalence. When S is obtainable by the Legendre transform method, which
is the case when M admits d + 1 commuting isometries, the deformed twistor lines
and hyperka¨hler potential are easily computed to first order in the perturbation. The
deformed QK metric may in principle be obtained by the standard superconformal
quotient procedure. In Appendix C, we construct a natural set of coordinates on the
deformed QK manifold, but stop short of writing the deformed metric explicitly, as the
expressions would be too cumbersome.
While the strategy outlined above is conceptually straightforward, it is rather un-
practical. As we explain in detail in Section 2.5, one may by-pass the twistor space of
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the Swann bundle ZS , and work directly with the twistor space ZM of the QK man-
ifold M, as emphasized in particular by Salamon and Lebrun [12, 13, 14, 15]. While
ZS carries a complex O(2)-valued symplectic structure and a HK metric degenerate
along the CP 1 fiber, ZM carries a complex O(2)-valued contact structure and a non
degenerate Ka¨hler-Einstein metric3 [12]. Conversely, Fano contact manifolds with a
Ka¨hler-Einstein metric are twistor spaces of QK manifolds [13]4. Similarly to ZS , the
complex contact structure X on ZM admits local Darboux coordinates ξΛ[i], ξ˜[i]Λ , α[i]
(Λ = 0, . . . , d − 1) such that locally, the contact one-form takes the canonical form
X [i] = dα[i] + ξΛ[i]dξ˜[i]Λ . These Darboux coordinates on ZM are essentially the projec-
tivization5 of the Darboux coordinates νI[i], µ
[i]
I on ZS . More precisely, we show that the
projectivized complex Darboux coordinates depend on the coordinates (ζ, π1, π2) on the
CP 1× (C2/Z2) fiber over a given point onM only through the ratio z defined in (2.57)
below. Together with the projectivization, this provides the desired reduction from
ZS to ZM. The homogeneous generating functions S [ij](νI[i], µ[i]I , ζ) of complex sym-
plectomorphisms on ZS yield generating functions Sˆ [ij](ξΛ[i], ξ˜[i]Λ , α[i]) of complex contact
transformations on Z. Their deformations can be encoded in functions Hˆ [ij]
(1)
of the same
variables, subject to consistency relations, reality conditions, and gauge equivalence.
This recovers Lebrun’s assertion that the QK deformations of M are classified by the
Cˇech cohomology group H1(ZM,O(2)) [13]. The deformed QK metric onM can then
be extracted in a systematic way from the knowledge of the “contact twistor lines”
(referred to as the ”twistor map” in [16]), i.e. the complex coordinates ξΛ[i], ξ˜
[i]
Λ , α
[i] on
ZM expressed as functions of the coordinates z on CP 1 and xµ on the base M.
We end this introduction with an important remark. In string theory or super-
gravity, only QK manifolds with negative scalar curvature appear as a consequence of
supersymmetry [17]. Such QK spaces are generically non-compact. The linear deforma-
tion theory set up in this paper is local and applies to both compact and non-compact
manifolds. Possible obstructions to extend and integrate infinitesimal deformations into
finite global deformations, however, depend strongly on the (non-)compactness. For in-
stance, it is known that complete QK manifolds with positive scalar curvature admit
no deformations, see e.g. [15, 14]. In contrast, the hypermultiplet moduli spaces arising
from string theory compactifications are in general deformed by quantum corrections,
as explained e.g. in the introduction of [1] and to be discussed further in [18].
This paper is organized as follows. • In Section 2, we review general aspects of
3Moreover, in contrast to ZS , the projection from ZM to CP 1 is not holomorphic.
4In fact, our local analysis seems to support Lebrun’s conjecture [13] that every Fano contact
manifold is a twistor space.
5The equivalence between contact structures and homogeneous symplectic structures is a standard
trick in contact geometry, see e.g. [13] and references therein.
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QK manifolds, their twistor spaces, HKC and twistor spaces thereof, and study the
consequences of superconformal invariance on the symplectomorphisms used in the
patchwork construction of the complex symplectic structure. In particular, in Section
2.5, we explain in detail how the homogeneous complex symplectic structure on ZS
reduces to a complex contact structure on ZM, thus allowing to by-pass the Swann
bundle and its twistor space. • In Section 3 we specify to the case when the 4d-
dimensional QK space has d+ 1 commuting isometries, i.e. when its Swann bundle is
obtainable by the Legendre transform construction. We find the corresponding restric-
tion on the symplectomorphisms, perform the superconformal quotient and obtain the
contact twistor lines. • In Section 4, we illustrate these methods on the example of the
hypermultiplet moduli space in type II string theory, both at tree and one-loop level,
and in the process strengthen the case for the absence of perturbative corrections be-
yond one-loop. • Section 5 studies deformations of QK manifolds with d+1 commuting
isometries. We determine the allowed linear perturbations which preserve superconfor-
mal invariance, and find the deformed twistor lines and contact twistor lines. These
results will be applied to the hypermultiplet moduli space of type II string theories
in [18]. • In Appendix A, we spell out the SU(2) action on the various multiplets at
the infinitesimal level. In Appendix B, we briefly discuss an alternative description
of the hypermultiplet moduli space using a different choice of contour, and show that
it is related to the one in Section 4 by a local symplectomorphism. In Appendix C
we generalize the superconformal quotient of Section 3.2 to the perturbed case, and
provide an independent check on the results of Section 5.2.
2. Quaternionic-Ka¨hler geometry and twistors
In this section, we review the relation between quaternionic-Ka¨hler (QK) manifolds
and hyperka¨hler cones (HKC). This relation is one-to-one up to coverings (Theorem
(5.9) in [2]), and can be established “bottom up”, by constructing the Swann bundle S
over the QK manifold M, or “top down”, by performing the superconformal quotient
of S. These two constructions are summarized in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 following [4, 16].
In Section 2.3, we recall the patchwork construction of the twistor space ZS of the HK
space S developed in our previous work [1]. In Section 2.4 we derive the restrictions on
the transition functions imposed by superconformal invariance. In Section 2.5, we study
the reduction of the homogeneous complex symplectic structure on ZS to a complex
contact structure on ZM. The reader will find it helpful to refer to Figure 1 for the
various coordinate systems involved in these constructions.
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2.1 Bottom-up: from QK to HKC
A quaternionic-Ka¨hler manifoldM is a 4d-dimensional manifold with Riemannian met-
ric gM and Levi-Civita connection ∇ whose holonomy group is contained in USp(d)×
SU(2) [12]. M admits a triplet of almost complex Hermitian structures ~J (defined
up to SU(2) rotations) satisfying the algebra of the unit imaginary quaternions. The
quaternionic two-forms ~ωM(X, Y ) = gM( ~JX, Y ) are covariantly closed with respect
to the SU(2) part ~p of the Levi-Civita connection, and are proportional with a fixed
coefficient ν to the curvature of ~p,
d~ωM + ~p× ~ωM = 0 , d~p + 1
2
~p× ~p = 1
2
ν ~ωM , (2.1)
where we use the notation (~a ×~b)i = ǫijkaj ∧ bk. As a consequence, the metric on M
is Einstein, with constant Ricci scalar curvature R = 4d(d + 2)ν. HK manifolds are
degenerate limits of QK manifolds, where ν = 0. We are mainly concerned in this work
with the case of negative curvature, ν < 0.
The Swann bundle S associated to M is the total space of a C2 bundle (more
precisely C2/Z2 with the zero section deleted) over M. It is a hyperka¨hler manifold of
dimension 4(d+1) with an SU(2) isometric action which rotates the complex structures
into each other, and a homothetic Killing vector. The homothetic Killing vector ensures
that the hyperka¨hler manifold is actually a cone, and the SU(2) isometries guarantee
that this is a cone over a three-Sasakian space with S3 fibres over the quaternionic base
M [19]. In physics terminology, these properties follow from N = 2 superconformal
invariance of the associated sigma model [4]. We denote by πA
′
the complex coordinates
on the C2/Z2 fiber, π¯A′ ≡ (πA′)∗ their complex conjugate, and use the antisymmetric
tensor ǫA′B′ to raise and lower the indices.
6 The HK metric on S is given by
ds2S = |DπA
′|2 + ν
4
r2ds2M , (2.2)
where ds2M is the QK metric onM, r2 ≡ |π1|2+ |π2|2 = πA′ π¯A′ is the squared norm on
the fiber, and
DπA
′ ≡ dπA′ + pA′B′ πB′ , (2.3)
is the covariant differential of πA
′
. The isometric SU(2) action on S is given by the
infinitesimal transformations
δπA
′
=
i
2
ǫ3π
A′ + ǫ+π¯A′ , δπ¯A′ = − i
2
ǫ3π¯A′ + ǫ−πA′ . (2.4)
6We use conventions in which ǫ12 = 1 = −ǫ21 and π¯A′ = π¯B′ǫB′A′ .
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In particular, the norm r2 is SU(2) invariant. The homothetic Killing vector r∂r =
πA
′
∂πA′ + π¯A′∂π¯A′ corresponds to dilations of the fiber. With respect to the complex
structure J3 where DπA
′
are (1, 0) forms, the Ka¨hler form is
ω3S = i
(
DπA
′ ∧ Dπ¯A′ + ν
2
πA′ π¯B′ ω
A′B′
M
)
, (2.5)
while the holomorphic symplectic form ω+S = −12(ω1S − iω2S) is given by
ω+S = Dπ
A′ ∧DπA′ + ν
2
πA′πB′ω
A′B′
M = d
(
πA′Dπ
A′
)
. (2.6)
This construction directly defines the HKC, or Swann bundle S, given a QK manifold
M, see [16] for more details.
For many purposes, it is useful to decompose the construction above in two steps, by
first introducing the twistor space ZM [12], a CP 1 bundle over M, and then obtaining
the Swann bundle S as a C× bundle over ZM. The twistor space ZM over M should
not be confused with the twistor space ZS of S itself, to be introduced in Section
2.3 below. ZM is a complex manifold with a canonical Ka¨hler-Einstein metric and
a complex contact structure7. Introducing a complex coordinate z on CP 1, the line
element is given by
ds2ZM =
|dz + P|2
(1 + zz¯)2
+
ν
4
ds2M , (2.7)
while the Ka¨hler form on ZM is given by
ωZM = i
(
(dz + P) ∧ (dz¯ + P¯)
(1 + zz¯)2
+
ν
2
(1− zz¯)ω3M − 2izω+M + 2iz¯ω−M
1 + zz¯
)
, (2.8)
where ω±M = −12(ω1M ∓ iω2M), ω+M = (ω−M)∗. In these expressions, P stands for the
“projectivized connection”, defined from the SU(2) connection pA
′
B′ as
P = p+ − ip3 z + p− z2 , (2.9)
where p+ ≡ p12, p3 ≡ i(p11 − p22), p− ≡ −p21, with p3 real and (p−)∗ = p+.
The complex contact structure on ZM is induced from the Liouville form X on S,
X ≡ πA′DπA′ = 1
2
(π2)2 (dz + P) , (2.10)
7Recall that a complex contact form on a complex manifold of complex dimension 2d + 1 is a
holomorphic one-form Xˆ , defined globally, such that Xˆ ∧ (dXˆ )d is a nowhere vanishing holomorphic
top form. A contact structure corresponds to the case where Xˆ is a local one-form defined up to
multiplication by a nowhere vanishing smooth function.
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and, as apparent from the overall factor of (π2)2, is a section8 of the O(2) line bundle
on CP 1. From the complex contact structure one may easily extract the SU(2) con-
nection ~p, and therefore the triplet of quaternionic two-forms ~ωM via eq. (2.1). Thus,
the knowledge of the complex structure and contact structure on ZM is sufficient to
reconstruct the quaternionic-Ka¨hler metric.
To construct the Swann bundle S we introduce two more real coordinates r and ψ
parametrizing the fiber of a C× bundle over ZM, with metric9
ds2S = dr
2 + r2
[
(Dψ)2 + ds2ZM
]
, (2.11)
where
Dψ = dψ +
i
2(1 + zz¯)
[(zdz¯ − z¯dz)− i(1− zz¯)p3 + 2z p− − 2z¯ p+] . (2.12)
The metrics (2.2) and (2.11) are identical, provided the coordinates r, ψ, z, z¯ are related
to πA
′
, π¯A′ via
r2 = |π1|2 + |π2|2 , eiψ =
√
π2/π¯2 , z =
π1
π2
, z¯ =
π¯1
π¯2
. (2.13)
or conversely (
π1
π2
)
=
r eiψ√
1 + zz¯
(
z
1
)
. (2.14)
For more details, we again refer the reader to [16].
2.2 Top down: from HKC to QK
The characterizing property of an HKC is that there exists a function χ on S, known
as the hyperka¨hler potential, such that the metric, in local (real) coordinates φM ,M =
1, ..., 4(d+ 1), satisfies [2, 4]
gMN = DM∂Nχ(φ) . (2.15)
For any Hermitian complex structure, in adapted complex coordinates zm, m = 1, ..., 2(d+
1), (2.15) implies that
gmn¯ = ∂m∂n¯χ(z, z¯) , Dm∂nχ(z, z¯) = 0 . (2.16)
8More precisely, X is defined on S. In (2.23) we define a contact one-form Xˆ proportional to X ,
which does live on ZM.
9We follow the conventions of [16], but with a slightly different notation. E.g. the coordinate ψ
here is denoted by φ in [16]. Also, in [16], the SU(2) index in πA
′
was not lowered after complex
conjugation.
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In particular, χ provides a Ka¨hler potential in any complex structure. The dilation
and SU(2) symmetries are generated by the vector fields
χM = gMNχN , ~k
M = ~JMNχ
N , (2.17)
where χM ≡ ∂Mχ, gMN is the inverse HKC metric, and ~J is a triplet of complex
structures. The SU(2) Killing vector fields are not tri-holomorphic but rotate the
complex structures into each other. It follows from (2.15) that the four vector fields
χM and ~kN satisfy
DMχ
N = δNM , DM
~kN = ~JNM . (2.18)
In particular, χm∂zm is holomorphic. One can also express the hyperka¨hler potential
in terms of the metric and the homothetic Killing vector fields,
χ =
1
2
χMgMNχ
N =
1
2
χM∂Mχ , (2.19)
consistent with (2.15). It is easy to check that this form of the hyperka¨hler potential
is SU(2) invariant. In the coordinates that appear in the construction of the Swann
bundle, the homothetic Killing vector is generated by the vector field χM∂M = r∂r,
and so (2.19) yields
χ = r2 = πA
′
π¯A′ . (2.20)
One can descend from the HKC S to the twistor space ZM by performing a U(1)
Ka¨hler quotient. For any choice of complex structure ~n · ~J with ~n a unit vector, ~n ·~k is
a holomorphic Killing vector. The Ka¨hler quotient of ZM with respect to ~n ·~k provides
a Ka¨hler manifold of real dimension 4d+2, independent of the choice of ~n, which is just
the twistor space ZM. By Frobenius’ theorem, one may choose a set of independent
complex coordinates λ, ui, i = 1, ..., 2d + 1 adapted to the action of the holomorphic
vector field χM ,
χm(z)∂m = ∂λ|ui . (2.21)
The Ka¨hler potential on ZM is then determined from the hyperka¨hler potential χ by
means of
χ(λ, λ¯, u, u¯) = eλ+λ¯+KZM(u,u¯) . (2.22)
Defining the O(2)-twisted holomorphic contact form on ZM
Xˆ ≡ e−2λX = eλ¯−λ+2iψ+KZM dz + P
2(1 + zz¯)
, (2.23)
one may rewrite the metric on the fiber as the modulus square of the contact form [3],
|dz + P|2
(1 + zz¯)2
= 4 e−2KZM |Xˆ |2 . (2.24)
– 9 –
Note that ψ is not an independent coordinate, but rather will be determined in terms
of λ, z, xµ in Eq. (2.79) below, in such a way that λ¯−λ+2iψ is a function on ZM only.
The QK metric on M can be computed from the holomorphic contact form X as
indicated below (2.10), or by decomposing the metric on the twistor space as in (2.7),
see [4, 5] for more details. To express the metric on M in closed form, one needs to
express the complex coordinates zm on S (or ui on ZM) in terms of 4d independent
real coordinates, corresponding to R+ × SU(2) invariant combinations of φM , and
coordinates on the C2 fiber z, z¯, λ, λ¯. As we shall see shortly, this problem is a QK
analog of the problem of “parametrizing the twistor lines” in HK geometry.
2.3 Patchwork construction of twistor spaces of HK manifolds - a summary
As explained e.g. in [20, 21, 22, 23, 1, 24], HK geometry is equivalent to complex
symplectic geometry on the twistor space, compatible with the real structure. This, of
course, also applies to the HKC metric on the Swann bundle S, with suitable restrictions
on the complex symplectic structure to ensure the HK cone property. In this subsection,
we briefly review the twistorial description of general HK manifolds S following [1],
before studying the implications of superconformal invariance in Section 2.4.
In contrast to the quaternionic-Ka¨hler case described in Section 2.1, the twistor
space ZS over a 4d+4-dimensional HK manifold10 S is a trivial product ZS = S×CP 1.
Its structure was developed from a physics viewpoint in [21, 23], and its relation to
projective superspace was recently further analysed in [24].
We denote by ζ a complex coordinate on the projective line CP 1 around the north
pole ζ = 0. ZS carries an integrable complex structure given by
J(ζ, ζ¯) =
1− ζζ¯
1 + ζζ¯
J3 +
ζ + ζ¯
1 + ζζ¯
J2 + i
ζ − ζ¯
1 + ζζ¯
J1 (2.25)
on the base S (where Ji are the three complex structures on S) and the standard com-
plex structure on CP 1. Moreover, in this complex structure, ZS carries a holomorphic
two-form (more accurately, a section of Λ2T ∗F (2), see [21]) and a Ka¨hler form given
locally by
Ω(ζ) = ω+S − iζω3S + ζ2 ω−S , (2.26)
and
ω(ζ, ζ¯) =
1
1 + ζζ¯
[
(1− ζζ¯)ω3S − 2iζω+S + 2iζ¯ω−S
]
, (2.27)
10For obvious reasons, we deviate from the notations of [1] which considered 4d dimensional HK
manifolds M.
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where ω±S = −12(ω1S ∓ iω2S). Note that, in contrast to the quaternionic-Ka¨hler case,
both of these forms are degenerate along the CP 1 fiber direction dζ . The Ka¨hler form
ω coincides with ω3S at the north pole ζ = 0, and with −ω3S at the south pole ζ =∞.
The holomorphic two-form Ω however, while coinciding with ω+S at the north pole,
diverges with a second order pole at ζ =∞. As explained in [1], it is useful to introduce
a set of patches Uˆi, i = 1, . . . , N on ZS , which project to open disks11 Ui on CP 1, and
a local section Ω[i] which is regular on each patch. In order for the holomorphic section
Ω to be well defined, one must require that, on the overlap Uˆi ∩ Uˆj ,
Ω[i] = f 2ij(ζ) Ω
[j] mod dζ . (2.28)
The factor fij(ζ) corresponds to the transition function of the O(1) bundle on CP 1,
and was discussed in detail in [1]. In particular, we recall that
fijfjk = fik , fii = 1 , τ(f 2ij) = f
2
ı¯¯ , (2.29)
where τ is the antipodal map [τ(ν)](ζ) ≡ ν(−1/ζ¯), and ı¯ labels the patch Uı¯ opposite
to the patch Ui under the involution τ . Defining Ω[0] = Ω and using f0∞ = ζ one finds
that
Ω[∞] ≡ ζ−2Ω[0] = ω−S − iω3Sζ−1 + ω+S ζ−2 (2.30)
is regular at the south pole ζ =∞.
Now, we may choose the covering Uˆi such that, on each patch, the holomorphic
section Ω[i] takes the Darboux form
Ω[i] = dµ
[i]
I ∧ dνI[i] , (2.31)
where (νI[i], µ
[i]
I , ζ) is a local complex coordinate system on ZS , regular throughout the
patch Uˆi (here I runs over d+1 values, which we shall denote ♭, 0, . . . , d−1). Eq. (2.28)
implies that on the overlap of two patches, (νI[i], µ
[i]
I ) and (ν
I
[j], µ
[j]
I ) must be related
by a complex (O(2)-twisted) symplectomorphism. This is conveniently encoded by a
generating function S [ij] of the initial ”position” and final ”momentum” coordinates,
such that
νI[j] = ∂µ[j]I
S [ij](ν[i], µ
[j], ζ) , µ
[i]
I = f
2
ij ∂νI[i]S
[ij](ν[i], µ
[j], ζ) . (2.32)
To check (2.28), one may use the identity
dS [ij] = νI[j]dµ
[j]
I + f
−2
ij µ
[i]
I dν
I
[i] mod dζ . (2.33)
11In principle, one should introduce a local coordinate ζ [i] on each connected disk; to avoid cluttering
we shall use a single coordinate ζ to parametrize all patches at once, with each connected disk Ui being
centered at ζ = ζi.
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The transition functions S [ij] are restricted by consistency conditions which ensure that
the symplectomorphisms compose properly (see [1] for more details). As a result, the
holomorphic symplectic structure on the twistor space ZS is entirely specified by N −1
freely chosen functions S [0i](ν[0], µ
[i], ζ). In order to ensure the reality of the resulting
metric, it is also necessary to require that the sections νI[i], µ
[i]
I transform under the real
structure as
τ
(
νI[i]
)
= −νI[¯ı] , τ
(
µ
[i]
I
)
= −µ[¯ı]I . (2.34)
The condition (2.34) requires that the functions S [i¯ı] are related by complex conjugation
to their Legendre transform [1].
For a suitably generic choice of such transition functions, it is a general property
of HK manifolds that the space of solutions of (2.32) has dimension 4d+ 4, i.e. all νI[i],
µ
[i]
I can be expressed as infinite Taylor series around ζ = ζi whose coefficients are all
functions of 4d+4 parameters. The moduli space of solutions is isomorphic to the HK
base S, and the map ζ 7→ (νI[i], µ[i]I ) defines the “twistor lines”, i.e. realizes the CP 1
fiber over any point in S as a rational curve in ZS .
Having found the twistor lines, the geometry of S can be computed by Taylor
expanding the holomorphic section Ω around any point ζ ∈ CP 1. When S is a HKC,
as we discuss further in the next section, all points of CP 1 are equivalent, and we
can therefore expand around ζ = 0. Since Ω is a global section of O(2), the Taylor
expansion stops at quadratic order,
Ω[0] = dwI ∧ dvI − iω3Sζ + dw¯I ∧ dv¯Iζ2 . (2.35)
where vI , wI are the complex coordinates in the complex structure J
3 = J(0, 0),
vI = νI[0](ζ = 0) , wI = µ
[0]
I (ζ = 0) , (2.36)
Knowing the complex coordinates and the Ka¨hler form ω3S , it is straightforward to
obtain the metric and a Ka¨hler potential. When S is a HKC, as we will discuss in the
next section it is always possible to choose the Ka¨hler potential such that it is invariant
under SU(2), and therefore equal to the hyperka¨hler potential χ.
2.4 Conditions for superconformal invariance
We now discuss the implications of superconformal invariance for the general construc-
tion of the twistor space ZS of a HK manifold S. We recall from Section 2.2 that
superconformal invariance requires the existence of a homothetic Killing vector and an
SU(2) group of Killing vectors that rotates the complex structures and commutes with
the dilations.
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As follows from the first equation in (2.18), the dilations rescale the hyperka¨hler
cone metric and leave the complex structures invariant. We normalize the action of the
dilations such that the metric has weight 2,
g′ = Λ2 g , ~J ′ = ~J . (2.37)
This implies that all the two-forms ~ωS on the Swann bundle S scale with weight two.
The action of the dilations can be extended to the twistor space ZS by assigning a
scaling weight zero to ζ . In this way, the holomorphic two-form Ω from (2.26) transforms
uniformly throughout the ζ plane,
Ω′
[i]
= Λ2Ω[i] . (2.38)
The local Darboux coordinates ν[i] and µ
[i] must transform in such a way that (2.38) is
obeyed, so we postulate12
ν ′
I
[i] = Λ
2nνI[i] , µ
′[i]
I = Λ
(2−2n)µ
[i]
I , (2.39)
for some constant n. This is a symmetry of the gluing conditions (2.32) provided the
generating functions are homogenous functions of degree one when ν and µ are scaled
with degree n and 1− n respectively,
S [ij](Λ2nν[i],Λ
(2−2n)µ[j], ζ) = Λ2 S [ij](ν[i], µ
[j], ζ) . (2.40)
We now turn to the SU(2) action. In order for the complex structure J(ζ, ζ¯) given
in (2.25) to be invariant, one should compensate the rotation of ~J by a rotation on the
CP 1 fiber. Thus the fiber coordinate ζ must transform as
ζ ′ =
αζ + β
−β¯ζ + α¯ , αα¯ + ββ¯ = 1 . (2.41)
Under this transformation, Ω should transform as a O(2) section,
Ω′
[0]
(ζ) =
(−β¯ζ + α¯)2 Ω[0] (ζ ′) . (2.42)
Here, we have written the action in the patch U0 around the north pole of CP 1,
parametrized by the local coordinate ζ = ζ [0]. The action in the patch Ui can be
obtained by replacing ζ → ζ [i], Ω[0] → Ω[i]. If we continue to use ζ as a coordinate in
Ui, then from (2.28) the transformation of Ω[i] becomes
Ω′
[i]
(ζ) =
[
fi0(ζ)
fi0(ζ ′)
]2 (−β¯ζ + α¯)2Ω[i] (ζ ′) . (2.43)
12One may also consider giving a different scaling weight nI for each conjugate pair (ν
I , µI). The
generalization of the following discussion is immediate.
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In order to ensure that Ω transforms as (2.43) in every patch, we postulate that the
local Darboux coordinates νI[i], µ
[i]
I transform locally as O(2n) and O(2− 2n) sections
ν
′I
[i](ζ) =
[
fi0(ζ)
fi0(ζ ′)
(−β¯ζ + α¯)]2n νI[i](ζ ′) ,
µ
′[i]
I (ζ) =
[
fi0(ζ)
fi0(ζ ′)
(−β¯ζ + α¯)]2−2n µ[i]I (ζ ′) .
(2.44)
This is a symmetry of the gluing equations (2.32) provided
S [ij]
(
ν
′
[i](ζ), µ
′[j](ζ), ζ
)
=
[
fj0(ζ)
fj0(ζ ′)
]2
(−β¯ζ + α¯)2 S [ij]
(
ν[i](ζ
′), µ[j](ζ ′), ζ ′
)
. (2.45)
Using the homogeneity property (2.40), this translates into
S [ij]
[
f 2nij (ζ)
f 2nij (ζ
′)
ν[i](ζ
′), µ[j](ζ ′), ζ
]
= S [ij]
[
ν[i](ζ
′), µ[j](ζ ′), ζ ′
]
. (2.46)
This equation fixes the ζ dependence to be of the form
S [ij](ν[i], µ
[j], ζ) = Sˆ [ij]
(
f−2nij ν[i], µ
[j]
)
. (2.47)
In particular, note that the special case where νI[i] and µ
[i]
I are global sections of O(2n)
and O(2− 2n),
S [ij](ν[i], µ
[j], ζ) = f−2nij ν
I
[i]µ
[j]
I , (2.48)
solves the conditions of superconformal invariance. In addition, as in [1], one must
impose the reality conditions
τ
(
S [ij](ν[i], µ[j], ζ [i])
)
= S [¯ı¯](ν[¯ı], µ
[¯], ζ [¯ı]) . (2.49)
Thus, we conclude that superconformal invariance is guaranteed provided the gen-
erating functions S [ij](ν[i], µ
[j], ζ) are functions of f−2nij ν[i] and µ
[j], without explicit
dependence on ζ , homogeneous of degree 1 when their first and second arguments are
scaled with weight n and 1−n, respectively, and satisfying the reality condition (2.49).
Anomalous O(0) multiplets
In fact, the above conditions are sufficient but not strictly speaking necessary. Indeed,
we have assumed that the Darboux coordinates are adapted to the superconformal
action, in the sense that dilations and SU(2) act canonically as in (2.39) and (2.44),
respectively. Clearly, a local gauge transformation depending on ζ only would not
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affect the existence of an isometric SU(2) action, but would just make it look more
complicated. More importantly, when n = 1 (or equivalently n = 0, after exchanging
µI with ν
I), it is possible that µI transforms anomalously under dilations, namely
µ
′[i]
I = µ
[i]
I − c[i]I log Λ2 , (2.50)
for some constants c
[i]
I , which we shall refer to as “anomalous dimensions”. This anoma-
lous transformation may be generated from the standard transformation (2.39) with
n = 0 by a local symplectomorphism generated by
T [i] = µ˜
[i]
I ν
I
[i] − c[i]I νI[i] log ν♭[i] , (2.51)
where ν♭[i] is any one of the ν
I
[i]. This however need not be a regular gauge transformation
in the patch Ui, and so the geometry will in general depend non-trivially on c[i]I . After
this local symplectomorphism, the generating functions S [ij] are now of the form13
S [ij] = f−2ij
[
Sˆ [ij]
(
ν[i], µ
[j]
I + c
[j]
I log(f
−2
ij ν
♭
[i])
)
− c[i]I νI[i] log ν♭[i]
]
, (2.52)
where Sˆ [ij] is a homogeneous function of degree one in its first argument. In particular,
S [ij] satisfy a “quasi-homogeneity condition”
S [ij]
(
Λ2νI[i], µ
[j]
I − c[j]I log Λ2, ζ
)
= Λ2
[
S [ij]
(
νI[i], µ
[j]
I , ζ
)
− f−2ij c[i]I νI[i] log Λ2
]
. (2.53)
Such generating functions are consistent with SU(2) invariance and dilations provided
µ
[i]
I transforms in the same way as −c[i]I log ν♭[i], namely as (2.50) under dilations and
µ
′[i]
I (ζ) = µ
[i]
I (ζ
′)− 2c[i]I log
[
fi0(ζ)
fi0(ζ ′)
(−β¯ζ + α¯)] (2.54)
under rotations. Anomalous transformations play an important role, e.g., in describing
the one-loop correction to the hypermultiplet metric in Section 4.2.
Note that the constants c
[i]
I are not arbitrary. Firstly, they must satisfy the reality
conditions (c
[i]
I )
∗ = −c[¯ı]I . Besides, they are also subject to additional consistency con-
straints, which follow from from the requirement that the open contours around the
logarithmic branch cuts in ζ plane (as discussed in [1]) combine consistently into closed
contours. This requires in particular that the anomalous dimensions associated with
the patches containing the zeros of ν♭[i] are real. In this paper we assume that ν
♭
[i] has
always two first order zeros ζ± in the patches U± related by the antipodal map, and
13The Sˆ[ij] appearing in this equation differs from the one in (2.47), the relation between the two
being transcendental in general.
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therefore demand that c
[+]
I = −c[−]I are real constants. For a similar reason, we impose
the same condition on c
[0]
I = −c[∞]I (see footnote 18).
For later reference, we give the action of the symplectomorphism generated by
(2.52),
νI[j] =f
−2
ij ∂µ[j]I
Sˆ [ij] ,
µ
[i]
I =∂νI[i]Sˆ
[ij] − c[i]I log ν♭[i] + δ♭I
(
1
ν♭[i]
c
[j]
J ∂µ[j]J
Sˆ [ij] − ν
J
[i]
ν♭[i]
c
[i]
J
)
.
(2.55)
From CP 1ζ × C2π to CP 1z
We close this discussion of SU(2) transformations with an important observation, which
will be instrumental for understanding the relation between the twistor spaces ZS and
ZM. Notice that the isometric SU(2) action on S corresponds to an SU(2) action on
the fiber coordinates πA
′
, π¯A′ (2.4), at a fixed position on the QK base M. Thus, any
local O(2n) section ν[i], viewed as a function of (ζ, πA′, π¯A′) and xµ, satisfies differential
equations
(∂ζ + π¯1∂π2 − π¯2∂π1) (f−2ni0 ν[i]) = 0 ,(
2ζ∂ζ − 2n+ π1∂π1 + π2∂π2 − π¯1∂π¯1 − π¯2∂π¯2
)
(f−2ni0 ν[i]) = 0 ,(
ζ2∂ζ − 2nζ + π1∂π¯2 − π2∂π¯1
)
(f−2ni0 ν[i]) = 0 .
(2.56)
It follows that there exists a function ν˜[i](z, x
µ) of the coordinates xµ onM and of the
ratio
z ≡ π¯2ζ + π
1
−π¯1ζ + π2 , (2.57)
such that
ν[i](ζ, π
A′, π¯A′ , x
µ) = f 2ni0 (π
2 − ζπ¯1)2n ν˜[i](z, xµ) . (2.58)
For anomalous O(0) sections, the same argument guarantees the existence of a function
µ˜[i](z, xµ) such that
µ[i](ζ, πA
′
, π¯A′, x
µ) = µ˜[i](z, xµ)− c[i]I log
(
f 2i0(π
2 − ζπ¯1)2
)
. (2.59)
Moreover, under the action of the antipodal map,
τ(z) = −1/z , τ(ν˜[i]) = −ν˜[¯ı]/z2n , τ(µ˜[i]) = −µ˜[¯ı] − 2c[¯ı] log z . (2.60)
The coordinate z can be viewed as a coordinate on the CP 1 fiber of the twistor
space ZM. After an appropriate SU(2) rotation on the C2/Z2 fiber, we can always
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assume that the zero and the pole of (2.57) occur at the zeros ζ± of the singled-out
section ν♭,
z = −1
z¯
ζ − ζ+
ζ − ζ− , ζ+ = −
π1
π¯2
, ζ− =
π2
π¯1
, z =
π1
π2
. (2.61)
In particular, the points (0, ζ+, ζ−,∞) in the ζ plane are mapped to (z, 0,∞,−1/z¯)
in the z plane, respectively. Since ν[i] is assumed to be regular at ζ = ζi, ν˜[i](z, x
µ)
is regular at the point zi ≡ z(ζi), except when i = − where the factors (π2 − ζπ¯1)
introduce extra singularities at z =∞.
In the next subsection, we elaborate on these observations and relate the symplectic
and contact structures on the twistor spaces ZS and ZM.
2.5 Homogeneous symplectic vs. contact geometry
Having understood the constraints of superconformal invariance on the transition func-
tions S [ij], we now explain how the homogeneous symplectic structure on ZS descends
to a contact structure on ZM. For definiteness, and since this is the case of most
physical interest, we restrict to twistor spaces with n = 1 from this section onward.
From homogeneous symplectic to contact
Let us return to (2.33): the term proportional to dζ , usually unspecified in HK geome-
try, can be computed explicitly in the case of HKC manifolds. Indeed, by differentiating
the factors fij appearing explicitly in (2.52), and integrating by parts, one obtains
d
(
S [ij] − f−2ij µ[i]I νI[i]
)
= νI[j]dµ
[j]
I − f−2ij νI[i]dµ[i]I
+
(
Sˆ [ij] + c
[j]
I ∂µ[j]I
Sˆ [ij] − c[i]I νI[i] log ν♭[i] − µ[i]I νI[i]
)
d(f−2ij ) .
(2.62)
Re-expressing µ
[i]
I using (2.55) and using the homogeneity property of Sˆ
[ij], one con-
cludes that
X[i] = f 2ij X[j] , (2.63)
where X[i] is the O(2)-valued complex Liouville form
X[i] = νI[i]dµ[i]I + c[i]I dνI[i] , (2.64)
satisfying the reality condition τ(X[i]) = X[¯i].
Let us now introduce the dilation-invariant O(0) sections14
ξI[i] ≡
νI[i]
ν♭[i]
, ξ˜
[i]
I ≡ µ[i]I + c[i]I log ν♭[i] , (2.65)
14Our notations are related to the ones in [16] via ξΛ,NPV = ξΛ[0], ξ˜
NPV
Λ = −2iξ˜[0]Λ , αNPV = 4iξ˜[0]♭ +
2iξΛ[0]ξ˜
[0]
Λ , where the quantities on the r.h.s. are evaluated at ζ = 0, z = z.
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where we have singled out one coordinate15 ν♭[i], and denoted by ν
Λ
[i] the remaining d
coordinates. In this trivialization, the Liouville form X [i] leads to a contact form Xˆ [i],
X [i] = ν♭[i]Xˆ [i] , Xˆ [i] ≡ dξ˜[i]♭ + ξΛ[i] dξ˜[i]Λ + c[i]Λ dξΛ[i] . (2.66)
The term linear in c
[i]
I may be reabsorbed by defining
α[i] ≡ ξ˜[i]♭ + c[i]I ξI[i] , Xˆ [i] = dα[i] + ξΛ[i] dξ˜[i]Λ . (2.67)
The gluing condition (2.63) becomes
Xˆ [i] = fˆ 2ij Xˆ [j] , fˆ 2ij ≡ f 2ij ν♭[j]/ν♭[i] . (2.68)
while Xˆ satisfies the reality condition τ(Xˆ [i]) = −Xˆ [¯i].
According to the remark at the end of the previous section, ξΛ[i], ξ˜
[i]
I and fˆ
2
ij are all
functions of the CP 1 coordinate z defined in (2.57) and of the coordinates xµ on M,
ξΛ[i] =
ν˜Λ[i](x
µ, z)
ν˜♭[i](x
µ, z)
, ξ˜
[i]
I = µ˜
[i]
I (x
µ, z) + c
[i]
I log ν˜
♭
[i](x
µ, z) , fˆ 2ij =
ν˜♭[j](x
µ, z)
ν˜♭[i](x
µ, z)
. (2.69)
Thus, the sections (ξΛ[i], ξ˜
[i]
I ) provide local complex Darboux coordinates for the complex
contact structure Xˆ on ZM. They satisfy the reality conditions
τ(ξΛ[i]) = ξ
Λ
[¯ı] , τ(ξ˜
[i]
I ) = −ξ˜ [¯ı]I + iπc[¯ı]I . (2.70)
On the overlap of two patches, the Darboux coordinates are related by contact trans-
formations following directly from (2.55),
ξΛ[j] = fˆ
−2
ij ∂ξ˜[j]Λ
Sˆ [ij] , ξ˜
[i]
Λ = ∂ξΛ[i]
Sˆ [ij] , (2.71)
ξ˜
[i]
♭ = Sˆ
[ij] − ξΛ[i]∂ξΛ[i]Sˆ
[ij] + c
[j]
I ∂ξ˜[j]I
Sˆ [ij] − c[i]I ξI[i] ,
where Sˆ [ij] is a general function of ξΛ[i] and ξ˜
[j]
I + c
[j]
I log fˆ
−2
ij , related to the original
quasi-homogeneous generating function S [ij] via
S [ij](νI[i], µ
[j]
I , ζ) = f
−2
ij
[
ν♭[i] Sˆ
[ij]
(
ξΛ[i], ξ˜
[j]
I + c
[j]
I log(fˆ
−2
ij )
)
− c[i]I ξI[i]ν♭[i] log ν♭[i]
]
, (2.72)
and it is understood that ξ♭[i] = 1. In particular, note that the transition functions fˆ
2
ij
are holomorphic functions on ZM given by
fˆ 2ij = ∂ξ˜[j]
♭
Sˆ [ij] , (2.73)
and are equal to one if and only if ν♭ is a global O(2) section.
15Eq. (2.65) is singular at the zeros of ν♭[i], and one should in principle single out a second coordinate
ν0[i] to cover these patches. Rather than doing so, we allow for poles and logarithmic cuts in ξ
Λ
[i] and
ξ˜
[i]
I , as in (2.80) below, in effect trivializing the O(2) bundle over CP 1z .
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Recovering the metric from the contact twistor lines
The functions ξΛ[i](z, x
µ) and ξ˜
[i]
I (z, x
µ) specify the twistor fiber over each point in M,
and are the analogs of the twistor lines νI[i](ζ), µ
[i]
I (ζ) on S. The knowledge of these
“contact twistor lines” allows to reconstruct the Ka¨hler-Einstein metric on ZM and the
quaternionic-Ka¨hler metric on M, in the following manner.
First, identifying X [0] = X in (2.10) and using (2.58), the holomorphic contact
form in any patch Ui may be written as
Xˆ [i] = X
[0]
f 20iν
♭
[i]
=
1
2
(
π2
π2 − ζπ¯1
)2
dz + P
ν˜♭[i](x
µ, z)
, (2.74)
Since Xˆ [i] depends on the fiber coordinates πA′ , π¯A′, ζ only through the combination z,
we may set ζ = 0, z = z in this expression, and obtain
dz
z
+
p+
z
− i p3 + p−z = 1
2
e−Φ[i] Xˆ [i] (2.75)
where we define the “contact potential”,
e−Φ[i](x
µ,z) ≡ 4 ν˜♭[i](xµ, z)/z , τ(Φ[i]) = Φ[¯ı] . (2.76)
Applying (2.24), we conclude that the Ka¨hler potential on ZM is given by
KZM = log
4(1 + zz¯)
|z| + ReΦ[i](x
µ, z) + log |fˆ0i|2 . (2.77)
Since fˆ0i is a holomorphic function, the last term in (2.77) can be absorbed by a Ka¨hler
transformation, leading to a Ka¨hler potential valid in the patch Ui. In order to derive
the metric on Z, one could therefore express z, z¯ and Φ[i] in terms of the complex
coordinates (ξΛ[i], ξ˜
[i]
Λ , α
[i]) in Uˆi. For the purpose of computing the QK metric on M,
this step is unnecessary and it suffices to study the contact twistor lines, as we show
below. For later reference, we record the hyperka¨hler potential which follows from
(2.22) using v♭ = e2λ,
χ = 4|v♭fˆ 20i|
1 + zz¯
|z| e
Re [Φ[i](x
µ,z)] . (2.78)
By comparing (2.23) with (2.75) for i = 0, we can also relate the coordinate ψ in (2.14)
to the coordinates v♭, z, xµ on S,
e2iψ =
√
v♭z¯
v¯♭z
e i Im [Φ[0](x
µ,z)] . (2.79)
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We now restrict our attention to the patches Uˆ+ and Uˆ− around z = 0 and z =∞,
respectively, corresponding to ζ = ζ+ and ζ = ζ−. Using (2.65), (2.58), (2.59) and
f0+ ∼ ζ − ζ−, we find that the contact twistor lines behave near z = 0 as
ξΛ[+] = ξ
Λ,−1
[+] z
−1 + ξΛ,0[+] + ξ
Λ,1
[+] z+O(z2) ,
ξ˜
[+]
Λ = c
[+]
Λ log z+ ξ˜
[+]
Λ,0 + ξ˜
[+]
Λ,1z+O(z2) ,
α[+] = c
[+]
♭ log z+ c
[+]
Λ ξ
Λ,−1
[+] z
−1 + α
[+]
0 + α
[+]
1 z+O(z2) .
(2.80)
Similarly, near z =∞,
ξΛ[−] = ξ
Λ,−1
[−] z+ ξ
Λ,0
[−] + ξ
Λ,1
[−] z
−1 +O(z−2) ,
ξ˜
[−]
Λ = −c[−]Λ log z+ ξ˜[−]Λ,0 + ξ˜[−]Λ,1z−1 +O(z−2) ,
α[−] = −c[−]♭ log z+ c[−]Λ ξΛ,−1[−] z+ α[−]0 + α[−]1 z−1 +O(z−2) ,
(2.81)
where the Laurent coefficients are related to those at z = 0 by the reality conditions
(2.70). It is also useful to specify the Laurent expansion of the contact potentials,
Φ[+] =φ
0
[+] + φ
1
[+]z+O(z2) ,
Φ[−] =φ
0
[−] + φ
1
[−]z
−1 +O(z−2) , (2.82)
related by the antipodal map Φ[−] = τ(Φ[+]).
For generic choices of contact transformations, we expect16 that similarly to the
HK case [21], the moduli space of solutions to the gluing conditions (2.71) and reality
conditions (2.70) is of real dimension 4d + 1, and can be parametrized by the lowest
Laurent coefficients ξΛ,−1[+] = −(ξΛ,−1[−] )∗, ξ˜[+]Λ,0 = −(ξ˜[−]Λ,0)∗ and the real coefficient i(α[+]0 +
α
[−]
0 ). This parameter space admits a U(1) action induced by phase rotations of z,
which can be quotiented out to produce the QK manifold M itself.
Expanding the contact form (2.67) for i = ± at z = 0,∞ and identifying the
coefficients of zn on either sides of (2.75) allows to extract the SU(2) connection,
p± =
1
2
e−φ
0
[±]
(
ξΛ,−1[±] dξ˜
[±]
Λ,0 + c
[±]
Λ dξ
Λ,−1
[±]
)
,
p3 =
i
2
e−φ
0
[+]
(
dα
[+]
0 + ξ
Λ,0
[+] dξ˜
[+]
Λ,0 + ξ
Λ,−1
[+] dξ˜
[+]
Λ,1
)
− iφ1[+]p+ ,
(2.83)
and to express the Laurent coefficients of the contact potentials in terms of the Laurent
coefficients of the contact twistor lines,
eφ
0
[±] =± 1
2
(
ξΛ,−1[±] ξ˜
[±]
Λ,1 + c
[±]
Λ ξ
Λ,0
[±] + c
[±]
♭
)
,
φ1[±] =±
1
2
e−φ
0
[±]
(
α
[±]
1 + 2ξ
Λ,−1
[±] ξ˜
[±]
Λ,2 + ξ
Λ,0
[±] ξ˜
[±]
Λ,1 + c
[±]
Λ ξ
Λ,1
[±]
)
.
(2.84)
16In the case where M admits d + 1 commuting isometries, or for perturbations thereof, this will
be demonstrated in Sections 3 and 5 below.
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Via (2.1), one obtains the triplet of quaternionic forms ~ωM, in particular
ωM,3 =
2
ν
(dp3 + 2i p+ ∧ p−) . (2.85)
As anticipated above, the U(1) action induced by phase rotations of z shifts p3 by a
total derivative and acts on p± in opposite ways, so lies in the kernel of ω3.
In order to obtain the metric from ωM,3, it is still necessary to specify the almost
complex structure J3. This is achieved by expanding the holomorphic one-forms dξ
Λ
[+]
and dξ˜
[+]
I around z = 0, and projecting them along the base M:
dξΛ[+] = ξ
Λ,−1
[+] p+z
−2 + VΛz−1 +O(z0) mod Dz ,
dξ˜
[+]
I = −c[+]I p+z−1 + V˜I +O(z1) mod Dz ,
(2.86)
where Dz = dz+ p+ − ip3z+ p−z2 and
VΛ ≡ (d− ip3)ξΛ,−1[+] , V˜I ≡ dξ˜[+]I,0 − ξ˜[+]I,1p+ + ic[+]I p3 . (2.87)
(1, 0) forms with respect to the almost complex structure J3 onM can then be obtained
by forming linear combinations of dξΛ[+] and dξ˜
[+]
I which are regular at z = 0, and setting
z = 0 in the corresponding expressions. Thus, singling out the index 0 out of Λ, a basis
of (1, 0) forms on M is given by
Πa = ξ0,−1[+] Va − ξa,−1[+] V0 , Π˜I = ξ0,−1[+] V˜I + c[+]I V0 , (2.88)
where a runs from 1 to d− 1. Note that the (1,0) form p+ is not linearly independent
from those, as it satisfies
ξ0,−1[+]
(
1− ξΛ,−1[+] ξ˜[+]Λ,1
)
p+ =
1
2
e−φ
0
[+]
(
ξa,−1[+] Π˜a + c
[+]
Λ Π
Λ
)
. (2.89)
Having determined J3 in this way, the QK metric then follows from ω3(X, Y ) =
gM(J3X, Y ). Of course, the SU(2) connection and almost complex structure can equiv-
alently be obtained by expanding near z =∞.
Before closing this section, let us note that the above discussion simplifies consid-
erably in the special case where ν♭ is a global O(2) section: in this case, the transition
functions fˆ 2ij become equal to one, and the contact potentials Φi(x
µ, z) become inde-
pendent of z, defining a real function on M.
3. Quaternionic geometry with commuting isometries
In this section, we study aspects of the twistor space ZS of a HKC S (of real dimension
4d + 4) with d + 1 commuting tri-holomorphic isometries. As explained in the intro-
duction, this situation arises when S is the Swann bundle of a QK manifold M with
d+ 1 commuting isometries.
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3.1 Tri-holomorphic isometries and superconformal invariance
As explained in [1], the moment maps associated to the d+1 commuting tri-holomorphic
isometries provide d + 1 global O(2) sections, which can be taken as the “position”
coordinates νI (I = ♭, 0, . . . , d− 1) for the holomorphic section Ω. The fact that νI are
global O(2) sections restricts the form of the transition functions S [ij] to
S [ij](ν[i], µ
[j], ζ) = f−2ij ν
I
[i]µ
[j]
I − H˜ [ij](ν[i], ζ) , (3.1)
in such a way that, on the overlap of two patches,
νI[j] = f
−2
ij ν
I
[i] , µ
[i]
I = µ
[j]
I − f 2ij ∂νI[i]H˜
[ij](ν[i], ζ) . (3.2)
The condition of superconformal invariance (2.47) further restricts H˜ [ij](ν[i], ζ) to be of
the form
H˜ [ij](ν[i], ζ) = f
−2
ij Hˆ
[ij](ν[i]) , (3.3)
where Hˆ [ij](ν[i]) is a homogeneous function of degree one in ν[i]
17. Following [1], we like
to express H˜ [ij] in terms of the standard O(2) multiplet
ηI(ζ) ≡ ζ−1νI[0](ζ) =
vI
ζ
+ xI − v¯Iζ . (3.4)
Thus, we define (cf. Eq. (3.7) in [1])
H [ij](ηI , ζ) ≡ ζ−1f 20jH˜ [ij](ζf−20i η, ζ) . (3.5)
Using (3.3), this reduces to
H [ij](ηI , ζ) = Hˆ [ij](ηI) ≡ H [ij](ηI) . (3.6)
In terms of H [ij](η), the gluing conditions (3.2) simply become
µ
[i]
I = µ
[j]
I − ∂ηIH [ij](η) . (3.7)
The consistency conditions on H [ij](η, ζ) were analyzed in [1], and just need to be
restricted to the superconformal case. Thus, we require that
H [ji] = −H [ij], H [ik] +H [kj] = H [ij] , (3.8)
subject to the equivalence relation
H [ij] 7→ H [ij] +G[i] −G[j] , (3.9)
17R. Ionas and A. Neitzke have independently shown that the condition that the generalized prepo-
tential is a section of O(2) implies that S is HKC [26].
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and reality conditions
τ(H [ij]) = −H [¯ı¯] , (3.10)
where all quantities are ζ-independent functions of ηI , homogeneous of degree one.
As in [1], we shall abuse notation and define Hˆ [ij] away from the overlap Uˆi ∩ Uˆj (in
particular when the two patches do not intersect) using analytic continuation and the
second equation in (3.8) to interpolate from Uˆi to Uˆj .
Anomalous O(0) multiplets
As discussed in the previous section, it is possible to relax the homogeneity condition
(2.47) into the “quasi-homogeneity” condition (2.52). In this case, H˜ [ij] is restricted to
be of the form
H˜ [ij](ν[i], ζ) = f
−2
ij
[
Hˆ [ij](ν[i]) + c
[i]
I ν
I
[i] log ν
♭
[i] − c[j]I νI[i] log
(
f−2ij ν
♭
[i]
)]
, (3.11)
where Hˆ [ij](ν[i]) is again homogeneous of degree one in its argument. Defining H
[ij] as
in (3.5), we find
H [ij](η, ζ) = Hˆ [ij](η) + c
[i]
I η
I log
(
ζf−20i η
♭
)− c[j]I ηI log (ζf−20j η♭) . (3.12)
The explicit dependence on ζ may be removed by a local symplectomorphism
G[i] = −c[i]I ηI log
(
ζf−20i
)
+ c
[0]
I η
I log ζ , (3.13)
where the second, i independent term was added to ensure regularity in the patches
i = 0 and i =∞.18 After this gauge transformation, we find
H [ij](η, ζ) = Hˆ [ij](η) + c
[ij]
I η
I log η♭ ≡ H [ij](η) , (3.14)
where c
[ij]
I ≡ c[i]I − c[j]I , while the momentum coordinate µ[i] is replaced by
µ
[i]
T ;I = µ
[i]
I + c
[i]
I log
(
ζf−20i
)− c[0]I log ζ . (3.15)
Note that (3.14) is no longer a homogeneous function of ηI , but rather satisfies the
quasi-homogeneity condition
(
ηI∂ηI − 1
)
H [ij] = c
[ij]
I η
I . (3.16)
18This is the place where the additional reality condition c
[0]
I = −c[∞]I becomes necessary.
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Complex contact structure
As in Section 2.5, using the (quasi)-homogeneity property of the transition functions
H [ij], one may reduce the complex symplectic structure on ZS to a complex contact
structure on ZM. One should only be careful that due to the gauge transformation
(3.13), the anomalous O(0) sections satisfy
µ
[i]
T ;I(ζ, π
A′, π¯A′ , x
µ) = µ˜
[i]
T ;I(z, x
µ)− c[i]I log
[
(π2 − ζπ¯1)2
]− c[0i]I log ζ , (3.17)
rather than (2.59), while ξ˜
[i]
I (z, x
µ) defined in (2.65) becomes
ξ˜
[i]
I ≡ µ[i]T ;I(ζ) + c[i]I log η♭ + c[0]I log ζ . (3.18)
Using the fact that fˆij = 1 when ν
♭ is a globally defined O(2) section, the transition
function (3.1) with H [ij] as in (3.14) then leads to
Sˆ [ij](ξΛ[i], ξ˜
[j]
I ) = ξ˜
[j]
♭ + ξ
Λ
[i] ξ˜
[j]
Λ − Hˆ [ij](ξΛ[i]) . (3.19)
The section ξΛ ≡ ξΛ[j] is globally well defined, and therefore takes the form
ξΛ = z−1Y Λ+ + A
Λ − z Y Λ− , (3.20)
where AΛ is real and (Y Λ+ )
∗ = Y Λ− . The vector (2Re (Y
Λ
+ ), 2 Im (Y
Λ
+ ), A
Λ) is in fact the
generalized moment map for the translational isometry along AΛ, as defined in [25].
The relation between AΛ, Y Λ+ and x
I , vI will be discussed in Section 3.3 below.
On the other hand, the sections ξ˜
[i]
I are defined only in the patch Ui, and are related
on the overlap of two patches by the complex contact transformation
ξ˜
[i]
Λ = ξ˜
[j]
Λ − ∂ξΛHˆ [ij](ξΛ) ,
ξ˜
[i]
♭ = ξ˜
[j]
♭ − Hˆ [ij](ξΛ) + ξΛ∂ξΛHˆ [ij](ξΛ)− c[ij]I ξI .
(3.21)
It should be noted that the term proportional to c
[ij]
Λ in this expression disappears when
ξ˜
[i]
♭ is traded for α
[i] as in (2.67),
α[i] = α[j] − Hˆ [ij](ξΛ) + ξΛ∂ξΛHˆ [ij](ξΛ) . (3.22)
Lagrangian, hyperka¨hler potential and twistor lines
As explained in [1], the transition functions H [ij](η) determine the holomorphic sym-
plectic structure of ZS , and therefore a HK metric on S. The latter can be computed
from the “Lagrangian”, a function of the components vI , xI , v¯I of ηI defined by the
contour integral
L =
∑
j
∮
Cj
dζ
2πi ζ
H [0j](η(ζ)) , (3.23)
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where the contours Cj encircle the centered disks Uj in the complex ζ-plane. Note
that due to the consistency conditions (3.8), the index 0 on the right-hand side of this
expression may be substituted with any other value without changing the result. A
Ka¨hler potential for the HK metric on S is then obtained by Legendre transformation
with respect to xI [21],
χ(vI , wI , v¯
I , w¯I) = L− xI∂xIL , ∂xIL = wI + w¯I . (3.24)
As shown in [1], the “momentum” coordinates µ
[i]
I (ζ) are given by a single expression
valid for all patches i,
µ
[i]
T ;I(ζ) =
i
2
̺I +
∑
j
∮
Cj
dζ ′
2πi ζ ′
ζ + ζ ′
2(ζ ′ − ζ) ∂ηIH
[0j](η(ζ ′)) , (3.25)
provided ζ lies in the open disk Ui. In particular, it is manifestly regular in Ui. The
coordinates ̺I ≡ −i(wI − w¯I) correspond to overall additive constants unconstrained
by (3.7), and are adapted to the tri-holomorphic isometries ∂̺I of S.
We now discuss the homogeneity and SU(2) transformation properties of L and χ.
Taking into account the quasi-homogeneous property (3.16), we readily find the scaling
relation
L (Λ2vI ,Λ2v¯I ,Λ2xI) = Λ2 [L(vI , v¯I , xI)− 2c[0]I xI log Λ2] . (3.26)
On the other hand, the hyperka¨hler potential satisfies
χ
(
Λ2vI ,Λ2v¯I , wI − c[0]I log Λ2, w¯I − c[0]I log Λ2
)
= Λ2 χ(vI , v¯I , wI , w¯I) . (3.27)
The SU(2) action on vI and wI can be obtained from (A.5) and (A.6), in Appendix A,
leading to
δvI = iǫ3v
I + ǫ+x
I , δv¯I = −iǫ3v¯I + ǫ−xI ,
δwI = ǫ+LvI − i ǫ3 c[0]I , δw¯I = ǫ−Lv¯I + i ǫ3 c[0]I ,
(3.28)
while the real combinations xI and ̺I transform as
δxI = −2 (ǫ+v¯I + ǫ−vI) , δ̺I = −i (ǫ+LvI − ǫ−Lv¯I )− 2ǫ3c[0]I . (3.29)
Note that in the quasi-homogeneous case, wI has anomalous transformations under
dilations and U(1) transformations [27], compared to the transformations found in [4].
The anomalous terms can be removed by defining wˆI ≡ wI + c[0]I log v♭.
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It is instructive to check explicitly that χ is SU(2) invariant. Keeping only the
homogeneous term in (3.14), one may rewrite
χˆ =
∑
j
∮
Cj
dζ
2πi ζ
[
Hˆ [0j](ηI)− xI∂ηI Hˆ [0j](ηI)
]
(3.30)
=
∑
j
∮
Cj
dζ
2πi ζ
[(
v♭
ζ
− v¯♭ζ
)
Hˆ [0j]
η♭
+
(
vΛx♭ − xΛv♭
ζ
+ (xΛv¯♭ − v¯Λx♭)ζ
)
∂ηΛHˆ
[0j]
η♭
]
.
Integrating the round bracket in the first term by parts, a short computation establishes
χˆ = (r♭)2
∑
j
∮
Cj
dζ
2πiζ
ηΛ∂ηΛ Hˆ
[0j]
(η♭)2
− (~r♭ · ~rΛ)
∑
j
∮
Cj
dζ
2πiζ
∂ηΛ Hˆ
[0j]
η♭
, (3.31)
where
~rI · ~rJ = xIxJ + 2vI v¯J + 2v¯IvJ (3.32)
is the inner product of the 3-vectors ~rI =
(
2 Re (vI), 2 Im (vI), xI
)
associated to the
O(2) multiplets ηI . Each term is the product of a SU(2) invariant quantity times a
contour integral of an O(−2) section, and so (according to a general argument discussed
at the end of Appendix A) is SU(2) invariant. In the quasi-homogeneous case, the same
line of argument combined with the contour deformations discussed in Section 3.4 of
[1] leads to
χ = χˆ + c
[+−]
I
~r♭ · ~rI
r♭
, (3.33)
where c
[+−]
I denotes the quasi-homogeneity coefficient relating the patches around the
two roots of η♭(ζ). Thus χ is SU(2) invariant, and therefore equal to the hyperka¨hler
potential on S. This concludes the proof that transition functions of the form (3.14)
indeed lead to a HKC metric on S.
3.2 Superconformal quotient
In this subsection and the following one, we perform the superconformal quotient ex-
plicitly for a general HKC S described by the formalism of the previous subsection.
We start by constructing a convenient set of coordinates xµ, πA
′
, π¯A′ onM×C2/Z2, in
terms of the complex coordinates νI(ζ), µI(ζ) on the Swann bundle S in an arbitrary
complex structure ζ . In the next subsection, we find the reciprocal change of variables,
and determine the twistor lines.
The real coordinates xµ on M are characterized by their invariance under the
scaling and isometric SU(2) actions on ZS . Instead, the coordinates πA′ , π¯A′ should
transform as a pair of doublets under SU(2), and have a squared norm dictated by the
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hyperka¨hler potential, πA
′
π¯A′ = χ. These constraints do not determine the coordinates
xµ, πA
′
, π¯A′ uniquely. In the case of QK spaces obtained by the classical and quantum
corrected c-map, studied in [16, 27] , it was convenient to choose coordinates xµ adapted
to the action of a 2d+1 dimensional Heisenberg group of isometries. In the general O(2)
case, the only isometries are the d + 1 abelian shift symmetries, and there is no such
”canonical” choice. Our construction below is tailored to reproduce the results [16, 27]
for c-map spaces, as we illustrate later in Section 4. It also follows from considerations
in contact geometry, as discussed in greater generality in Section 5.2.
We start by singling out two multiplets η♭, η0 out of the d+ 1 O(2) multiplets ηI ,
and denote by ηa, a = 1, . . . , d− 1, the remaining ones. The zeros of ν♭[0] = ζη♭ are now
ζ± =
x♭ ∓ r♭
2v¯♭
, r♭ =
√
(x♭)2 + 4v♭v¯♭ . (3.34)
As explained below (A.9), SU(2)-invariant quantities can be constructed by contour–
integrating O(−2) sections on S. The simplest example is∮
C+
dζ
2πi ζ
1
η♭
=
1
r♭
, (3.35)
which recovers the SU(2) invariant r♭, homogeneous of degree one under dilations.
Other convenient SU(2) and dilation invariants are given by
AI ≡ r♭
∮
C+
dζ
2πi ζ
ηI
(η♭)2
=
(
~r♭ · ~rI)
(r♭)2
,
ZΛ ≡ r♭
∮
C+
dζ
2πi ζ
ηΛ
η♭η0
=
ηΛ+
η0+
, Z¯Λ ≡ −r♭
∮
C−
dζ
2πi ζ
ηΛ
η♭η0
=
ηΛ−
η0−
,
(3.36)
and, when µ[i] is a non-anomalous O(0) local section,
BI ≡ −i r♭
∮
C+
dζ
2πi ζ
µ
[+]
I
η♭
+ i r♭
∮
C−
dζ
2πi ζ
µ
[−]
I
η♭
= −i (µ+I + µ−I ) . (3.37)
Here C± denote the contours containing ζ±, µ
[±]
I are the multiplets which are regular
in the patch containing ζ±, η
Λ
± = η
Λ(ζ±), and µ
±
I = µ
[±]
I (ζ±). Moreover, an additional
invariant can be constructed out of the hyperka¨hler potential itself,
eφ ≡ χ
4r♭
, (3.38)
As we shall see the 4d variables xµ = {φ, Za, Z¯a, AΛ, BI} provide a convenient coor-
dinate system on M. In particular, the coordinates BI correspond to the directions
along the d+ 1 isometries.
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In the quasi-homogeneous case, (3.37), is no longer SU(2)-invariant. One may
imagine replacing µ
[+]
I by ξ˜
[+]
I , which is non-anomalous, however this quantity is singular
in the patch U+, as apparent from (2.80). The logarithmic singularity can be cancelled
without affecting the SU(2) transformation properties by adding c
[+]
I log(η
0/η♭), which
leads us to define19
BI ≡− i r♭
∮
C+
dζ
2πi ζη♭
(
µ
[+]
T ;I + c
[+]
I log η
0 + c
[0]
I log ζ
)
− (+↔ −) . (3.39)
It is important to note that there exists another manifestly SU(2) and dilation
invariant quantity,
R ≡ |~r
♭ × ~r0|
2(r♭)2
=
|v♭η0+|
(r♭)2
, (3.40)
where × denotes the inner product of vectors in R3. As we shall see shortly, it is
R rather than φ which appears most naturally in the general formulae (3.50) for the
twistor lines. Note that R vanishes when the zeros of η♭ and η0 collide.
As far as the coordinates on the fiber πA
′
, π¯A′ are concerned, the reasoning below
(A.9) shows that SU(2) doublets can be constructed by contour-integrating O(−3)
sections. Thus, it is natural to consider20
π1 = C
∮
C+
dζ
2πi
1
η♭
√
ζη0
=
C
r♭
√
ζ+
η0+
,
π2 = C¯
∮
C−
dζ
2πi
1
η♭
√−ζη0 = −
C¯
r♭
√
−ζ−
η0−
,
π¯1 = −C¯
∮
C−
dζ
2πi
1
ζη♭
√
−ζη0 =
C¯
r♭
√−ζ−η0− ,
π¯2 = −C
∮
C+
dζ
2πi
1
ζη♭
√
ζη0
= − C
r♭
√
ζ+η0+
.
(3.41)
where the proportionality constant C can be chosen to be real, and adjusted such that
(2.20) is obeyed. This gives the SU(2) invariant
C = 2r♭eφ/2
√
|v♭η0+| . (3.42)
19This definition arises naturally from the general procedure explained in Section 5.2.
20The contour integrals given below suffer from ambiguities in the choice of square root branches.
This is inherent to the fact that the fiber of the Swann bundle is C2/Z2. We choose the branch cuts
in such a way that the reality conditions π¯A′ = (π
A′)∗ is obeyed, and (πA
′
, ǫA
′B′ π¯B′) transform as
SU(2) doublets.
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Eq. (2.14) may now be rewritten as in [16],
(
π1
π2
)
= 2 eφ/2
√
v♭
(
z
1
2
z−
1
2
)
, z = ζ+
√
v¯♭η¯0+
v♭η0+
, e4iψ =
v♭
v¯♭
z¯
z
. (3.43)
The following further relations are also often useful:
ζ− =
1
|z|
√
v♭
v¯♭
, ζ+ = −|z|
√
v♭
v¯♭
, r♭ =
|v♭|
|z| (1 + zz¯) , x
♭ =
|v♭|
|z| (1− zz¯) . (3.44)
Finally, we note that the reduced O(2) global section ν˜♭[i] defined in (2.58) takes the
simple form
ν˜♭[i] =
1
4
e−φ z . (3.45)
Comparing with (2.76), we see that the contact potential Φ[+] is real, and coincides
with the invariant φ defined in (3.38). This is also apparent from (2.78), using the
third equation in (3.44) and the fact that fˆij = 1 in O(2) geometries.
3.3 Contact twistor lines
We now consider the converse problem, of determining the complex coordinates νI , µI
on S in terms of the coordinates xµ on the QK base M and of the coordinates πA′
on the C2 fiber. This is known in mathematics as “parametrizing the twistor lines”.
In view of the discussion in Section 2.5, this is equivalent to expressing the “contact
twistor lines” (ξΛ, ξ˜
[i]
I ) in terms of the coordinates (z, x
µ) on ZM.
Let us consider first ξΛ(z, xµ). As explained in (2.80), ξΛ (equal to ξΛ[i] for any i)
admits a single pole at z = 0 and z =∞. The coefficients of the Laurent expansion of
ξΛ(z, xµ) around z = 0 can be extracted from the contour integral
ξΛ,k =
∮
0
dz
2πizk+1
ξΛ(z, xµ) = r♭
∮
C+
dζ
2πiζ
ηΛ
(η♭)2
z−k , (3.46)
where we used
dz
2πiz
= r♭
dζ
2πiζη♭
. (3.47)
Eq. (3.46) vanishes for k ≤ −2 and k ≥ 2, as can be seen by deforming the contour
around ζ+ to a contour around ζ−. For k = 0, one immediately recovers the first
quantity in (3.36). For k = −1, one may decompose
ξΛ,−1 = r♭
∮
C+
dζ
2πiζ
ηΛ
η♭η0
[
z η0
η♭
]
= RZΛ , (3.48)
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where Z0 ≡ 1, and we used the fact that the term in brackets is regular at ζ = ζ+ and
equal at that point to the invariant R defined in (3.40). For k = 1, a similar argument
leads to ξΛ,1 = −RZ¯Λ. As a side product, we obtain a contour integral representation
for the quantity (3.40)
R = r♭
∮
C+
dζ
2πi ζ
η0
(η♭)2
z = r♭
∮
C−
dζ
2πi ζ
η0
(η♭)2
z−1 . (3.49)
Thus, we conclude that the contact twistor line is parametrized by
ξΛ(z, xµ) = AΛ +R (z−1ZΛ − zZ¯Λ) , (3.50)
so that Y Λ+ = RZΛ in (3.20). Setting ζ = 0, z = z in this expression allows to express
the complex coordinate ξΛ on ZM in terms of the coordinates on the base and on the
CP 1 fiber.
For ξ˜
[i]
I defined in (2.65), and assuming c
[i]
I = 0 for simplicity, one may eliminate ̺I
in (3.25) in favor of BI , and use the identity
dζ ′
2πiζ ′
[
ζ + ζ ′
ζ ′ − ζ −
1
2
ζ+ + ζ
′
ζ ′ − ζ+ −
1
2
ζ− + ζ
′
ζ ′ − ζ−
]
=
dz′
2πi z′
z+ z′
z′ − z , (3.51)
where z′ is obtained from (3.47) by replacing ζ → ζ ′, z→ z′. This gives
ξ˜
[0]
I (z, x
µ) =
i
2
BI +
1
2
∑
j
∮
C˜j
dz′
2πi z′
z′ + z
z′ − z H
[0j]
I (ξ(z
′)) , (3.52)
where C˜i is the image of the contour Ci in the z
′ plane, and H
[0j]
I (ξ) ≡ ∂ηIH [0j](ηI). In
the quasi-homogeneous case, similar manipulations (explained in greater generality in
Section 5.2) lead to
ξ˜
[0]
Λ =
i
2
BΛ +
1
2
∑
j
∮
C˜j
dz′
2πi z′
z′ + z
z′ − z ∂ξΛHˆ
[0j](ξ(z′)) +
1
2
c
[+−]
Λ log z , (3.53)
ξ˜
[0]
♭ =
i
2
B♭ +
1
2
∑
j
∮
C˜j
dz′
2πi z′
z′ + z
z′ − z
[
Hˆ − ξΛ∂ξΛHˆ + cIξI
][0j]
+
1
2
c
[+−]
♭ log z .
Again, by substituting ζ = 0, z = z in these expressions, one may obtain the complex
coordinate ξ˜I on ZM in terms of the fiber coordinate z and the coordinates on M. As
in the case of (3.25), the r.h.s. of (3.53) gives the contact twistor line ξ˜
[i]
I in any patch
Ui, provided z is chosen to lie in the corresponding patch (moreover, as in (3.25), one
may replace the superscript [0j] with any [kj] without changing the result). Indeed,
one may check that the discontinuity of the r.h.s. of (3.53) across the contours C˜i
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precisely implements the contact transformations given in (3.21). Another important
remark is that, due to the fact that the argument ξΛ of Hˆ [0j] has a pole at z′ = 0, the
integrals appearing in (3.53) need not be regular at z = 0: we shall see an example of
this phenomenon in (4.23) below.
For what concerns ξ˜
[+]
I however, the integrals are regular and the first Laurent
coefficients needed to find the SU(2) connection and the quaternionic-Ka¨hler metric
are readily extracted:
ξ˜
[+]
Λ,0 =
i
2
BΛ +
1
2
∑
j
∮
C˜j
dz
2πi z
∂ξΛHˆ
[0j] , ξ˜
[+]
Λ,1 =
∑
j
∮
C˜j
dz
2πi z2
∂ξΛHˆ
[0j] ,
α
[+]
0 =
i
2
B♭ +
1
2
∑
j
∮
C˜j
dz′
2πi z′
(
Hˆ [0j] − ξΛ∂ξΛHˆ [0j]
)
.
(3.54)
From these expressions it is easy to find the contact potentials using (2.84),
eΦ[+] =
1
2
R
∑
j
∮
C˜j
dz
2πiz2
ZΛ∂ξΛHˆ
[0j](ξΛ(z)) +
1
2
c
[+]
I A
I ,
eΦ[−] = −1
2
R
∑
j
∮
C˜j
dz
2πi
Z¯Λ∂ξΛHˆ
[0j](ξΛ(z))− 1
2
c
[−]
I A
I ,
(3.55)
In particular, eΦ[±] are independent of the fiber coordinate z and are equal to each
other, since their difference is the integral of a total derivative.
On the other hand, changing variable from ζ ′ to z′ in (3.31), we may rewrite the
hyperka¨hler potential χ, eq. (3.33), as a contour integral
χ = r♭R
∑
j
∮
C˜j
dz
2πi z
(
z−1ZΛ − zZ¯Λ) ∂ξΛHˆ [0j](ξΛ(z)) + r♭c[+−]I AI , (3.56)
where we used the notation A♭ = 1. Eq. (3.56) may be used to express R in terms of eφ
or vice-versa. Moreover, comparing (3.56) and (3.55), one confirms that the invariant
φ defined in (3.38) is indeed equal to the contact potential Φ[±].
4. The perturbative hypermultiplet moduli space
In order to illustrate the results in the previous section, we now discuss the geometry of
hypermultiplet moduli spaces in type II string theories compactified on a Calabi-Yau
three-fold, which is the main motivation for this study. In section 4.1 we focus on
the tree-level geometry, deferring the inclusion of the one-loop correction to the next
subsection. Non-perturbative contributions will be considered in [18], using the results
on deformation in Section 5 below.
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4.1 Tree-level geometry
At tree-level in the string perturbative expansion, the hypermultiplet moduli spaceM
in type IIA (resp. IIB) string theory compactified on a Calabi-Yau three-fold Y (resp.
X) is a QK space of quaternionic dimension d = h2,1(Y )+1 (resp. d = h1,1(X)+1). It
is obtained by the c-map construction from the vector multiplet moduli space MV in
type IIB (resp. IIA) theory compactified on the same Calabi-Yau manifold Y (resp. X)
[28, 29]. MV is a projective special Ka¨hler manifold of dimension 2d− 2, representing
the moduli space of complex deformations of Y (resp. complexified Ka¨hler deformations
of X), described in the standard way [30, 31] by a holomorphic prepotential F (XΛ)
(Λ = 0, . . . , d− 1), homogeneous of degree two.
As shown in [32, 33], the Lagrangian describing the Swann bundle of M is given
by
L = Im
[∮
C+
dζ
2πi ζ
F (ηΛ)
η♭
]
. (4.1)
where ηI (I = ♭, 0, . . . , d − 1) are O(2) multiplets parameterized as in (3.4), and the
contour C+ encloses the root ζ+ of ζη
♭(ζ) (given in eq. (3.34)) counter-clockwise. This
can be cast in our general framework (3.23) by introducing four patches21 on CP 1,
centered at 0,∞, ζ+, ζ−, with transition functions
H
[0+]
tree = −
i
2
F (ηΛ)
η♭
, H
[0−]
tree = −
i
2
F¯ (ηΛ)
η♭
, H
[0∞]
tree = 0 . (4.2)
The contour integral (4.1) was evaluated in [16] (generalizing a previous computation
in [32, 33] restricted to the locus v♭ = v¯♭ = 0), resulting in
L(v, v¯, x) = 1
2ir♭
(
F (ηΛ+)− F¯ (ηΛ−)
)
. (4.3)
The hyperka¨hler potential χ following by Legendre transform is given by [16]
χ =
v♭v¯♭
(r♭)3
K(ηΛ+, η
Λ
−) , (4.4)
where
K(Z, Z¯) ≡ i (Z¯ΛFΛ(Z)− ZΛF¯Λ(Z¯)) ≡ e−K(Z,Z¯) . (4.5)
The hyperka¨hler potential χ may be further expressed in terms of the complex coor-
dinates vI , wI and their complex conjugate by means of the Hesse potential associated
to the special Ka¨hler manifold MV [16].
21Since H [0∞] = 0, U0 and U∞ are really one and the same patch. We further assume that all
singularities of F (η) belong to either U0 or U∞, but not to U±.
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The momentum coordinates µ
[0]
I for this geometry can be evaluated using (3.25)
(away from the locus where the zeros of η♭ collide with other singularities of F (ηΛ)):
µ
[0]
Λ =
i
2
̺Λ − 14ir♭
[
ζ+ζ+
ζ−ζ+
FΛ(η+)− ζ+ζ−ζ−ζ− F¯Λ(η−)
]
,
µ
[0]
♭ =
i
2
̺♭ +
ζ
2i(r♭)2
[
ζ+ F (η+)
(ζ−ζ+)2
+ ζ− F¯ (η−)
(ζ−ζ−)2
]
+ x
♭
4i(r♭)3
[
ζ+ζ+
ζ−ζ+
F (η+)− ζ+ζ−ζ−ζ− F¯ (η−)
]
− 1
4i(r♭)2
[
ζ+ζ+
ζ−ζ+
FΛ(η+)
(
vΛ
ζ+
+ ζ+v¯
Λ
)
+ ζ+ζ−
ζ−ζ−
F¯Λ(η−)
(
vΛ
ζ−
+ ζ−v¯
Λ
)]
.
(4.6)
Since H [0∞] = 0, the momentum coordinates around the south pole are given by µ
[∞]
I =
µ
[0]
I , and one may check that the reality conditions (2.34) are indeed satisfied.
The multiplets µ
[0]
Λ and µ
[0]
♭ have a first order and second order pole at ζ = ζ±,
respectively, while being regular elsewhere. It is readily checked that the combinations
µ
[+]
Λ = µ
[0]
Λ −
i
2
FΛ(η)
η♭
, µ
[+]
♭ = µ
[0]
♭ +
i
2
F (η)
(η♭)2
, (4.7)
related to µ
[0]
I by the symplectomorphism generated by H
[0+]
tree , are regular at ζ = ζ+,
while being singular at ζ = ζ− and other possible singularities of F (η). Indeed, evalu-
ating µ
[+]
I at ζ = ζ+ yields
µ+Λ =
i
2
̺Λ − i x
♭
4(r♭)2
[
FΛ(η+)− F¯Λ(η−)
]
+
i
2r♭
FΛΣ(η+)
(
vΣ
ζ+
+ v¯Σζ+
)
(4.8)
and
µ+♭ =
i
2
̺♭ + i
(x♭)2 − 2v♭v¯♭
4(r♭)4
[
F (η+)− F¯ (η−)
]
− i x
♭
4(r♭)3
[(
vΛ
ζ+
+ ζ+v¯
Λ
)
FΛ(η+) +
(
vΛ
ζ−
+ ζ−v¯
Λ
)
F¯Λ(η−)
]
− i
(
v¯♭vΛ − v♭v¯Λ)
2(r♭)3
FΛ(η+) +
i
4(r♭)2
FΛΣ
(
vΣ
ζ+
+ ζ+ v¯
Σ
)(
vΛ
ζ+
+ ζ+ v¯
Λ
)
,
(4.9)
Similarly, the combinations
µ
[−]
Λ = µ
[0]
Λ −
i
2
F¯Λ(η)
η♭
, µ
[−]
♭ = µ
[0]
♭ +
i
2
F¯ (η)
(η♭)2
, (4.10)
related to µ
[0]
I by the symplectomorphism generated by H
[0−], are regular at ζ = ζ−,
while being singular at ζ = ζ+ and other possible singularities of F (η).
We note that the multiplets µI may be obtained independently by making use of the
special symmetry properties of the QK metrics in the image of the c-map, namely the
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existence of an extended Heisenberg group of tri-holomorphic isometries [28, 29]. Upon
lifting them to the Swann bundle, these isometries are generated by the holomorphic
Killing vector fields [16]
K = − i
4
∂w♭ , P
Λ =
i
2
∂wΛ , QΛ = wΛ∂w♭ − v♭∂vΛ ,
M = w♭∂w♭ − v♭∂v♭ +
1
2
wΛ∂wΛ −
1
2
vΛ∂vΛ .
(4.11)
The commuting isometries K,PΛ are manifest in the O(2) projective superfield con-
struction; their O(2)-valued moment maps are just the O(2) multiplets η♭, ηΛ. The
moment maps, λΛ, λ♭ associated to the remaining isometries QΛ and M provide d+ 1
additional global O(2) sections
λΛ = v
♭wΛ/ζ +
(
wΛ∂w♭χ− v♭∂vΛχ
)
+ v¯♭w¯Λζ ,
λ♭ =
(
v♭w♭ +
1
2
vΛwΛ
)
ζ−1 +
(
w♭∂w♭χ− v♭∂v♭χ+
1
2
wΛ∂wΛχ−
1
2
vΛ∂vΛχ
)
+
(
v¯♭w¯Λ +
1
2
v¯Λw¯Λ
)
ζ . (4.12)
Matching the leading terms in the expansion around ζ = 0, one readily checks that the
momentum coordinates around the north pole are given in terms of the global O(2)
sections
µ
[0]
Λ =
λΛ
η♭
, µ
[0]
♭ =
λ♭
η♭
− λΛη
Λ
2(η♭)2
. (4.13)
4.2 One-loop correction
In type II theories compactified on a Calabi-Yau Y , the metric on the hypermultiplet
moduli space receives a one-loop correction, proportional to the Euler number of Y
[34]. There is evidence that there are no perturbative corrections to the hypermultiplet
metric beyond one-loop [35]22 As shown in [35], the one-loop correction can be described
in the projective superspace formalism by adding a term
L1−loop = 2c
∮
C
dζ
2πiζ
η♭ log η♭ = −4c
(
r♭ − x♭ log x
♭ + r♭
2|v♭|
)
. (4.14)
to the Lagrangian (4.1), where c is a constant determined in [35], proportional to
the Euler character of the Calabi-Yau threefold. Here the contour C is a figure-eight
contour around ζ+ and ζ−, and the branch cuts in log η
♭ are chosen to extend from ζ+
22In the case of the universal hypermultiplet, this was established rigorously in [36]. See the end of
Section 4.3 for a strengthening of the non-renormalization argument in [35].
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to 0 and ζ− to ∞ (see Section 3.4 in [1] for a more detailed discussion). Equivalently,
the one-loop correction gives rise to additional contributions to the transition functions
(4.2).
H
[0+]
1−loop = 2c η
♭ log η♭ , H
[0−]
1−loop = −2c η♭ log η♭ , H [0∞]1−loop = 0 . (4.15)
In particular, the transition functions are no longer homogeneous, but fall in the “quasi-
homogeneous” class, with anomalous dimensions
c
[0]
♭ = c
[∞]
♭ = 0, c
[±]
♭ = ∓2c , c[i]Λ = 0 . (4.16)
The one-loop contribution to the hyperka¨hler potential is given by a simple correction
to the formula (4.4) [27]
χ =
v♭v¯♭
(r♭)3
K(η+, η−)− 4 c r♭ , (4.17)
in agreement with the general result (3.33).
Let us now determine the twistor lines for the one-loop corrected hypermultiplet
moduli space. Starting from the general expression (3.25), the additional contribution
(4.15) to the transition functions gives rise to extra terms in µ
[i]
♭;T ,
µ
[0]
T ; ♭ =µ
[0]tree
♭ + 2c log
(
|ζ+| ζ − ζ−
ζ − ζ+
)
,
µ
[+]
T ; ♭ =µ
[+]tree
♭ + 2c log
(
−|v
♭|(ζ − ζ−)2
ζζ−
)
+ 2c ,
(4.18)
while the other momentum coordinates remain unaltered, µ
[i]
Λ = µ
[i]tree
Λ . It is easy to
check that the multiplet (4.18) transforms under SU(2) transformations according to
(A.6).
4.3 Superconformal quotient
The superconformal quotient of the HKC defined by (4.1) was studied in [16, 27]23.
The dilation and SU(2) invariant coordinates used in these references were given by
e2U =
χ
4r♭
, ζΛ =
~r♭ · ~rΛ
(r♭)2
, za =
ηa+
η0+
, ζ˜Λ = −i(wΛ − w¯Λ) + x
♭
(r♭)2
Re [FΛ(η+)] ,
σ = 2i(w♭ − w¯♭) + i
(
vΛ
v♭
wΛ − v¯Λv¯♭ w¯Λ
)
− x♭
(r♭)2
Re
[
ηΛ+ζ˜Λ − FΛ(η+)ζΛ
]
− 4ic log η0+
η0
−
.
(4.19)
23Ref. [27] used a different contour prescription related to the one used here by a local gauge
transformation, as we explain in Appendix B. As a result, the expressions for ζ˜Λ and σ acquired some
additional terms.
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While the SU(2)-invariance of ζ˜Λ and σ directly is rather tedious to check, it can be
made manifest by casting the resulting expressions in the form of a contour integral of
an O(−2) section, e.g. when c = 0,
ζ˜Λ = −2ir♭
∮
C+
dζ
2πiζ
µ
[0]
Λ
η♭
, σ = 4ir♭
∮
C+
dζ
2πiζ
(
µ
[0]
♭
η♭
+
ηΛµ
[0]
Λ
2(η♭)2
)
. (4.20)
In the presence of the one-loop correction, these expressions may be generalized by
performing the same replacement as in (3.39) and taking the real part.
We now relate the result (4.19) to the general SU(2) and dilation invariant coor-
dinates introduced in section 3.2. Clearly, U = φ/2, za = Za, ζΛ = AΛ. On the other
hand, evaluating (3.39) with the help of (4.8), (4.9) and (4.18) leads to
BΛ = ̺Λ +
x♭
(r♭)2
ReFΛ(η+)− AΣReFΛΣ(η+) , (4.21)
B♭ = ̺♭ +
1
(r♭)2
ReF (η+)− xΛ+x♭AΛ2(r♭)2 ReFΛ(η+) +
1
2
AΛAΣReFΛΣ(η+) + 2ic log
η0+
η0
−
.
Thus the coordinates BI differ from σ, ζ˜Λ by SU(2) invariant terms,
BΛ = ζ˜Λ − AΣReFΛΣ(Z) , B♭ = −1
2
σ − 1
2
AΛBΛ . (4.22)
The contact twistor lines can be found using the general formulae (3.50), (3.53),
ξΛ =AΛ +R (z−1ZΛ − zZ¯Λ) ,
ξ˜
[0]
Λ =
i
2
[
BΛ + A
ΣReFΛΣ(Z) +R
(
z−1FΛ(Z)− zF¯Λ(Z¯)
)]
,
ξ˜
[0]
♭ =
i
2
[
B♭ − 1
2
AΛAΣReFΛΣ(Z) +R2 Re
(
Z¯ΛFΛ(Z)
)
−RAΛ (z−1FΛ(Z)− zF¯Λ(Z¯))−R2 (z−2F (Z) + z2F¯ (Z¯))
]
− 2c log z .
(4.23)
Finally, it remains to expressR, defined in (3.40) above, in terms of the base coordinates
(3.36) - (3.39). For this purpose, one may substitute the one-loop corrected hyperka¨hler
potential (4.17) into the definition of φ, eq. (3.38), and use the homogeneity property
of K(·, ·) to obtain
R = 2 e 12 K(Z,Z¯)
√
eφ + c . (4.24)
Introducing
W ≡ FΛ(Z) ζΛ − ZΛζ˜Λ (4.25)
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and using (4.22), one may obtain the contact twistor lines for the one-loop corrected
hypermultiplet geometry in the form found in [16],
ξΛ = ζΛ +R (z−1ZΛ − z Z¯Λ) ,
−2iξ˜[0]Λ = ζ˜Λ +R
(
z−1FΛ − z F¯Λ
)
,
4iξ˜
[0]
♭ + 2iξ˜
[0]
Λ ξ
Λ = σ +R (z−1W − z W¯)− 8i c log z , (4.26)
We proceed to extract the one-loop corrected hypermultiplet metric from the
twistor data on ZM. Following the procedure outlined at the end of Section 2.5, we
first compute the Laurent coefficients of ξ˜
[+]
I entering the SU(2) connection (2.83),
ξ˜
[+]
Λ,0 =
i
2
(
ζ˜Λ − FΛΣ ζΣ
)
, ξ˜
[+]
♭,0 = −
i
4
(σ + ζΛζ˜Λ − FΛΣ ζΛζΣ)− eφ + c ,
ξ˜
[+]
Λ,1 =
1
2
RNΛΣZ¯Σ − i
4R FΛΣΞ ζ
ΣζΞ ,
ξ˜
[+]
♭,1 =−
1
2
RNΛΣζΛZ¯Σ + i
12R FΛΣΞ ζ
ΛζΣζΞ .
(4.27)
where NΛΣ ≡ i(FΛΣ − F¯ΛΣ), leading to the SU(2) connection
p+ =
i
4
e−φRZΛ
(
dζ˜Λ − FΛΣdζΣ
)
= (p−)
∗ ,
p3 =
1
8
e−φ
(
dσ + ζ˜Λdζ
Λ − ζΛdζ˜Λ + 4(eφ + c)AK
)
,
(4.28)
where AK ≡ i
(KadZa −Ka¯dZ¯ a¯) is the Ka¨hler connection of the projective special
Ka¨hler base MV . A direct computation of the (1, 0) forms (2.88) then yields
Πa =R2 dZa ,
Π˜Λ =
i
2
R
(
dζ˜Λ − FΛΣdζΣ − FΛΣΞ ζΣ dZΞ
)
+
i
4r
R3
(
Im (FΛΣ)Z¯
Σ +
i
4R2 FΛΣΞ ζ
ΛζΞ
)(
ZTdζ˜T − FTdζT
)
,
Π˜♭ = −R
[r + 2c
r + c
dr + c dK
+
i
4
(
dσ + ζ˜Λdζ
Λ + ζΛdζ˜Λ − FΛΣΞ ζΛζΣdZΞ − 2FΛΣζΛdζΣ
)
+
i
4r
(
R2 Im (FΛΣ)ζΛZ¯Σ + i
12
FΛΣΞ ζ
ΛζΣζΞ
)(
ZTdζ˜T − FTdζT
) ]
.
(4.29)
where r ≡ eφ. Taking linear combinations, a basis of (1,0) forms can be chosen as
dZa , fΛa
(
dζ˜Λ − FΛΣdζΣ
)
,
ZΛdζ˜Λ − FΛdζΛ , r + 2c
r + c
dr +
i
4
(
dσ + ζ˜Λdζ
Λ − ζΛdζ˜Λ
)
+ c dK ,
(4.30)
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where fΛa = e
K/2(∂aZ
Λ + ∂aKZΛ), generalizing the one-forms ea, Ea, u, v introduced in
[29] for c 6= 0. Finally, computing the Ka¨hler form (2.85) in this basis and raising the
indices, one obtains the one-loop corrected metric on the hypermultiplet moduli space
[35, 27],
ds2 =
r + 2c
r2(r + c)
dr2 − 1
r
(
NΛΣ − 2(r + c)
rK
ZΛZ¯Σ
)(
dζ˜Λ − FΛΘdζΘ
)(
dζ˜Σ − F¯ΣΞdζΞ
)
+
r + c
16r2(r + 2c)
(
dσ + ζ˜Λdζ
Λ − ζΛdζ˜Λ + 4cAK
)2
+
4(r + c)
r
Kab¯ dZadZ¯ b¯ .
(4.31)
which identifies φ as the four-dimensional dilaton.
It is worthwhile noting that the one-loop correction changes the topology of the
fibration of the σ-circle over the torus coordinatized by ζΛ, ζ˜Λ, by a term proportional
to AK [37]. Any perturbative correction to the hypermultiplet metric beyond one-
loop would presumably induce extra terms in the connection on the σ circle bundle
proportional to a positive power of r, and would therefore conflict with the quantization
of its first Chern class. This observation reinforces the arguments given in [35] ruling
out perturbative corrections to the hypermultiplet metric beyond one-loop.
5. Linear deformations of O(2) quaternionic-Ka¨hler spaces
In this section, we study the infinitesimal deformations of 4d-dimensional QK spaces
M with d + 1 commuting isometries, which preserve the QK property but may break
some or all of the isometries. Our strategy is to apply the general analysis of linear de-
formations of O(2) HK spaces developed in [1] to the Swann bundle S ofM, restricting
to deformations which preserve the superconformal invariance property. As explained
in the introduction, it is possible to bypass the Swann bundle and work directly with
the twistor space ZM. This strategy will be realized in Section 5.2.
5.1 Linear deformations of O(2) hyperka¨hler cones
As explained in [1], deformations of HK spaces S are conveniently described by perturb-
ing the transition functions S [ij] which encode the holomorphic symplectic structure on
the twistor space ZS ,
S [ij](ν[i], µ
[j], ζ) = f−2ij ν
I
[i]µ
[j]
I − H˜ [ij](ν[i], ζ)− H˜ [ij](1) (ν[i], µ[j], ζ) , (5.1)
and working out the perturbations νˆI[i], µˆ
[i]
I of the twistor lines,
νI[i] = ζf
−2
0i η
I + νˆI[i] , µ
[i]
I = µ˘
[i]
I + µˆ
[i]
I (5.2)
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to first order in the perturbations H˜ [ij](1) . Here and below, unperturbed quantities are
denoted with ,˘ perturbations with ,ˆ and perturbed quantities with no extra symbol
(with the exception of ηI , vI , xI which will continue to denote unperturbed quantities).
As shown in Section 3.1, superconformal invariance restricts the undeformed tran-
sition functions H˜ [ij](ν[i], ζ) to be homogeneous of degree one in ν[i], and without any
explicit dependence on ζ except for some factors of fij . The same reasoning shows the
perturbation H˜ [ij]
(1)
should satisfy the same conditions, namely
H˜ [ij](1) (ν[i], µ
[j], ζ) = f−2ij Hˆ
[ij]
(1)
(
νI[i], µ
[j]
I + c
[j]
I log
(
f−2ij ν
♭
[i]
))
, (5.3)
where Hˆ [ij]
(1)
is a homogeneous function of degree one in its first argument24. Following
[1], we now trade H˜ [ij]
(1)
for
H [ij]
(1)
(η, µ˘[j], ζ) ≡ ζ−1f 20j H˜ [ij](1) (ζf−20i η, µ˘[j], ζ)
= Hˆ [ij](1)
(
ηI , µ˘
[j]
I + c
[j]
I log
(
f−20j ζη
♭
))
.
(5.4)
We then perform the gauge transformation (3.13) to obtain
H [ij]
(1)
(η, µ˘
[j]
T , ζ) = Hˆ
[ij]
(1)
(
ηI , µ˘
[j]
T ;I + c
[j]
I log η + c
[0]
I log ζ
)
. (5.5)
Finally, we trade the argument µ˘
[j]
I;T for the real multiplet
ρI(ζ) ≡ −i(µ˘[0]T ;I + µ˘[∞]T ;I )− i c[0∞]I log ζ . (5.6)
This quantity has the advantage of having non-anomalous O(0) transformations, more-
over the reality conditions are also automatically satisfied provided H [i¯ı]
(1)
is a real func-
tion of ηI and ρI . After these redefinitions, H
[ij]
(1) is now a function of η
I , ρI , homogeneous
of degree one in ηI , and with no explicit dependence on ζ . In addition, it must satisfy
the co-cycle condition (3.8) and is subject to the gauge equivalence (3.9), where G[i] is
now a function of ηI , ρI regular in the patch Uˆi.
We may now borrow the results from [1], Section 5. In particular, the first order
variation of the HK twistor lines is given by
νˆI[i] = if
−2
0i
∑
j
∮
Cj
dζ ′
2πi ζ ′
ζ3 + ζ ′3
ζ ′(ζ ′ − ζ) H
[0j]I
(1) (ζ
′) , (5.7)
µˆ
[i]
T ;I =
∑
j
∮
Cj
dζ ′
2πi ζ ′
ζ + ζ ′
2(ζ ′ − ζ) G
[0j]
I (ζ
′) (5.8)
24For simplicity, we do not consider deformations of the anomalous dimensions. However, it may be
checked that all formulae below continue to hold provided c
[i]
I denote the total perturbed anomalous
dimensions.
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with
HI ≡ ∂ηIH , HIJ ≡ ∂ηI∂ηJH , H(1)I ≡ ∂ηIH(1) , HI(1) ≡ ∂ρIH(1)
G
[ij]
I ≡ H [ij](1) I + iH [ij]J(1) (H [j0]IJ +H [j∞]IJ ) + ζ−1f 20i νˆJ[i]H [ij]IJ .
(5.9)
The corresponding deformations of the Ka¨hler potential can be conveniently de-
scribed by introducing the deformed Lagrangian
L(v, v¯, x, ̺) =
∑
j
∮
Cj
dζ
2πi ζ
(
H [0j](η) +H [0j]
(1)
(η, ρ)
)
. (5.10)
So defined, it is a function of the complex variables vI . However, after perturbations vI
are no longer Darboux coordinates. Instead, a system of complex Darboux coordinates
of the deformed HKC, such that ω+S = dwI ∧ duI , is given by
uI = vI + i ∂̺I
∑
j
∮
Cj
dζ
2πi
H [0j]
(1)
, wI =
i
2
̺I +
1
2
∂xIL(u, u¯, x, ̺) , (5.11)
where in the second relation the arguments vI of the Lagrangian are replaced by the
new complex variables uI and the derivative is evaluated keeping uI , u¯I and ̺I fixed.
Similarly, the Ka¨hler potential for the deformed HK metric is given by the Legendre
transform of the deformed Lagrangian (5.10) but written as a function of the new
variables
χ(u, u¯, w, w¯) =
〈L(u, u¯, x, ̺)− xI(wI + w¯I)〉xI . (5.12)
In particular, the variation of the hyperka¨hler potential is given by a Penrose-type
integral,
χ(1)(u, u¯, w, w¯) =
∑
j
∮
Cj
dζ
2πi ζ
H [0j]
(1)
(η, ρ) . (5.13)
We now verify that the perturbed HK manifold is indeed a HKC (as is of course
guaranteed by construction). Using the quasi-homogeneity property of H(1)(η, ρ), and
in particular the property
(
uI∂uI − u¯I∂u¯I + ζ∂ζ
)
ρJ = 0 , (5.14)
it is easily checked that L satisfies
uILuI − u¯ILu¯I = −2i c[0]I L̺I ,
xILxI + uILuI + u¯ILu¯I = L − 2c[0]I xI .
(5.15)
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Together with the identities
(∂xI + iLxIxK∂̺K ) (∂xJ − iLxJxL∂̺L)L
+ (∂uI − iLuIxK∂̺K ) (∂u¯J + iLu¯JxL∂̺L)L = 0 , (5.16)
(∂xI + iLxIxK∂̺K ) (∂uJ − iLuJxL∂̺L)L
− (∂xJ + iLxJxK∂̺K ) (∂uI − iLuIxL∂̺L)L = 0 , (5.17)
these equations guarantee that L satisfies the constraints of superconformal invariance.
Moreover, from (2.17), one may compute the homothetic Killing vector and the Killing
vectors for the SU(2) isometric action,
χu
I
= 2uI , χwI = −2c[0]I . (5.18)
δuI = iǫ3u
I + ǫ+
(
xI + iL̺I
)
, δu¯I = −iǫ3v¯I + ǫ−
(
xI − iL̺I
)
,
δwI = ǫ+LuI − i ǫ3 c[0]I , δw¯I = ǫ−Lu¯I + i ǫ3 c[0]I ,
(5.19)
In particular, the homothetic Killing vector is holomorphic and identical to the un-
deformed case. Moreover, one may check that the one-form obtained by lowering the
index on k+ using the deformed metric reproduces the Liouville form (2.64) on S in
the patch i = 0 [4].
5.2 Perturbed contact twistor lines
In order to extract the deformed quaternionic-Ka¨hler metric onM, one possible strat-
egy is to study the deformations of the superconformal quotient: this computationally
intensive approach is outlined in Appendix C. However, it turns out to be more eco-
nomic and elegant to work directly with the complex contact structure on the twistor
space ZM, without reference to the Swann bundle and its twistor space.
For this purpose, let us recast the deformed symplectomorphism (5.1) into the form
of the contact transformations (2.71). Introducing the same coordinates as in (2.65),
it is easy to check that the deformed contact transformations are generated by the
following transition functions
Sˆ [ij](ξΛ[i], ξ˜
[j]
I ) = ξ˜
[j]
♭ + ξ
Λ
[i]ξ˜
[j]
Λ − Hˆ [ij](ξΛ[i])− Hˆ [ij](1) (ξΛ[i], ξ˜[j]I ) , (5.20)
where ξ˜
[j]
I should be replaced by ξ˜
[j]
I + c
[j]
I log(fˆ
−2
ij ). However, it follows from (2.73) that
fˆ 2ij ≈ 1− ∂ξ˜[j]
♭
Hˆ [ij](1) , (5.21)
so that its logarithm is of first order in the perturbation already. Therefore, to the
first order it is consistent to neglect the term c
[j]
I log(fˆ
−2
ij ) in the argument of Hˆ
[ij]
(1)
, and
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take Hˆ [ij](1) to be an arbitrary function of the undeformed coordinates ξ˘
Λ
[i] and
˘˜
ξ
[j]
I . As a
result, one finds the following deformed contact transformations
ξΛ[i] = ξ
Λ
[j] − TΛ[ij] , ξ˜[i]I = ξ˜[j]I − T˜ [ij]I , (5.22)
where, in view of later applications, we abbreviated
TΛ[ij] ≡ − ∂ξ˜[j]Λ Hˆ
[ij]
(1)
+ ξΛ[i] ∂ξ˜[j]
♭
Hˆ [ij]
(1)
,
T˜
[ij]
Λ ≡ ∂ξΛ[i]
(
Hˆ [ij] + Hˆ [ij]
(1)
)
− c[j]Λ ∂ξ˜[j]
♭
Hˆ [ij]
(1)
,
T˜
[ij]
♭ ≡
(
Hˆ [ij] + Hˆ [ij](1)
)
− ξΛ[i]∂ξΛ
[i]
(
Hˆ [ij] + Hˆ [ij](1)
)
+ c
[ij]
I ξ
I
[i] + c
[j]
Λ ∂ξ˜[j]Λ
Hˆ [ij](1) .
(5.23)
As usual, the functions Hˆ [ij](1) must satisfy the co-cycle condition (3.8) and are defined up
to the gauge equivalence (3.10). Thus, they define an element in the Cˇech cohomology
group25 H1(ZM,O(2)), realizing Lebrun’s assertion that this group classifies the QK
deformations of M [13].
We now determine the deformed contact twistor lines. For definiteness we focus on
the coordinate ξΛ[+](z, x
µ) around ζ = ζ+, i.e. z = 0. The pole and the constant term in
the Laurent expansion (2.80) are readily obtained by contour integrating around z = 0:
ξΛ[+](z, x
µ) = Y Λ+ z
−1 + AΛ+ +O(z) . (5.24)
where
AΛ+ =
∮
0
dz
2πi z
ξΛ[+] , Y
Λ
+ =
∮
0
dz
2πi
ξΛ[+] . (5.25)
On the other hand, the full Laurent series expansion of ξΛ[+](z, x
µ) at z = 0 is given by
the series
ξΛ[+](z) = Y
Λ
+ z
−1 +
∞∑
n=0
∮
0
dz′
2πi z′
( z
z′
)n
ξΛ[+](z
′) . (5.26)
The contour around z = 0 may be deformed into a sum of contours C˜j around the other
singularities in the z plane. Using the contact transformations (5.23) on each patch,
we obtain
ξΛ[+](z) = Y
Λ
+ z
−1 −
∞∑
n=0
∑
j 6=+
∮
C˜j
dz′
2πiz′
( z
z′
)n [
ξΛ[j](z
′)− TΛ[+j](z′)
]
. (5.27)
25The twisting by O(2) is not apparent in our formalism, as explained in footnote 14, but follows
from the fact that Hˆ [ij]
(1)
originates from a homogeneous function of degree 1 on S.
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The first term in the square bracket gives a non-vanishing contribution for j = − and
n = 0, 1 only, while the second term contributes an infinite Laurent series. Therefore,
we arrive at the following representation
ξΛ[+](z) = Y
Λ
+ z
−1 + AΛ− − Y Λ− z+
∑
j
∮
C˜j
dz′
2πi
1
z′ − z T
Λ
[+j](z
′) . (5.28)
where now
AΛ− = −
∮
∞
dz
2πi z
ξΛ[−] , Y
Λ
− =
∮
∞
dz
2πi z2
ξΛ[−] . (5.29)
From the reality conditions (2.70), we conclude that A− = (A+)
∗, Y Λ− = (Y
Λ
+ )
∗. Com-
paring the O(z0) terms between (5.24) and (5.28) gives the difference
AΛ+ − AΛ− =
∑
j
∮
C˜j
dz′
2πiz′
TΛ[+j](z
′) . (5.30)
Eliminating AΛ− in (5.28) in favor of the real quantity A
Λ = (AΛ+ + A
Λ
−)/2 leads to
ξΛ[i](z) = A
Λ +
(
z−1Y Λ+ − zY Λ−
)
+
1
2
∑
j
∮
C˜j
dz′
2πi z′
z′ + z
z′ − z T
Λ
[+j](z
′) (5.31)
for i = +. As observed below (3.53), these equations are in fact valid in any patch Ui,
since they exhibit the correct discontinuities across the contours C˜i.
In an analogous way one may obtain the deformed conjugate coordinates ξ˜
[i]
I . The
Laurent coefficient ξ˜
[+]
I,0 may be extracted by integrating
ξ˜
[+]
I,0 =
∮
0
dz′
2πiz′
(
ξ˜
[+]
I − c[+]I log z′
)
= iB+I − c[+]I
∮
0
dz′
2πiz′
log
(
z′ξ0[+]
)
, (5.32)
where we defined
B+I ≡ −i
∮
0
dz′
2πiz′
(
µ
[+]
I + c
[+]
I log ν
0
[+]
)
. (5.33)
On the other hand, the Laurent series expansion around z = 0 may be obtained by de-
forming the contour around z = 0 into a sum of contours around the other singularities
in the z plane, and use the symplectomorphism (5.22) to map ξ˜
[+]
I to ξ˜
[j]
I :
ξ˜
[+]
I (z) = c
[+]
I log z−
∞∑
n=0
∑
j 6=+
∮
C˜j
dz′
2πiz′
( z
z′
)n (
ξ˜
[j]
I − c[+]I log z′ − T˜ [+j]I
)
, (5.34)
where T˜
[ij]
I are defined in (5.23). The first two terms in the bracket only contribute
when j = −. The cancelation of the logarithmic singularity at z =∞ is ensured by the
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condition c
[+]
I = −c[−]I , corresponding to the figure-eight contour prescription discussed
in [1]. Using (2.81), we obtain
ξ˜
[+]
I (z) = c
[+]
I log z+ iB
−
I + c
[−]
I
∮
∞
dz′
2πiz′
log
ξ0[−]
z′
+
∑
j
∮
C˜j
dz′
2πi(z′ − z) T˜
[+j]
I , (5.35)
where
B−I ≡ i
∮
∞
dz′
2πiz′
(
µ
[−]
I + c
[−]
I log ν
0
[−]
)
(5.36)
is the complex conjugate of B+I . Comparing the z-independent terms in (5.34) and
(5.35) establishes the identity
i
(
B+I − B−I
)
= c
[+]
I
∮
0
dz′
2πiz′
log z′ξ0[+] − c[−]I
∮
∞
dz′
2πiz′
log
z′
ξ0[−]
+
∑
j
∮
C˜j
dz′
2πiz′
T˜
[+j]
I .
(5.37)
Eliminating B−I in (5.35) in favor of BI = B
+
I +B
−
I leads to
ξ˜
[+]
I (z) =
i
2
BI − 1
2
c
[+]
I
[∮
0
dz′
2πiz′
log
(
z′ξ0[+]
)
+
∮
∞
dz′
2πiz′
log
(
ξ0[−]/z
′
)]
+
1
2
∑
j
∮
C˜j
dz′
2πiz′
z′ + z
z′ − z T˜
[+j]
I + c
[+]
I log z .
(5.38)
Using the fact that ξ0[+] ∼ Y 0+/z′ and ξ0[−] ∼ Y 0−z′ at z′ = 0 and ∞, we finally obtain
ξ˜
[i]
I (z) =
i
2
BI +
1
2
∑
j
∮
C˜j
dz′
2πiz′
z′ + z
z′ − z T˜
[+j]
I + c
[+]
I log
(
z
√
Y 0−
Y 0+
)
(5.39)
for i = +, and in fact also for any i. This relation generalizes (3.53) to the perturbed
case. Taken together, (5.31) and (5.39) give the contact twistor lines of the deformed
twistor space in terms of the perturbation H [ij]
(1)
, which is considered as a function of the
undeformed twistor lines ξ˘Λ[i],
˘˜
ξ
[i]
I given in (3.20) and (3.53). In order to make contact
with the construction in Section 3.3, one should recall that Y Λ+ = RZΛ, where
ZΛ =
∮
0
dz
2πi z
ξΛ[+]
ξ0[+]
, R =
∮
0
dz
2πi
ξ0[+] , (5.40)
in such a way that Z0 = 1.
To obtain the perturbed quaternionic-Ka¨hler metric, we should also calculate the
leading Laurent coefficients of the contact potentials Φ[±] given in (2.84). It turns out
that one can actually compute the full contact potentials, using the gluing conditions
e−Φ[i] − e−Φ[j] = e−φ∂
ξ˜
[j]
♭
Hˆ [ij](1) . (5.41)
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where φ is defined by (3.38) in the unperturbed geometry. These conditions follow from
the gluing conditions for ν˜♭[i] in (2.69), using the results for the transition functions fˆ
2
ij
(5.21) and the unperturbed ν˜♭[i] (3.45). Repeating again the same steps as above, one
easily arrives at
eΦ[i] = eφ
(
1 +
1
2
∑
j
∮
C˜j
dz′
2πiz′
z′ + z
z′ − z ∂ξ˜[j]♭ Hˆ
[0j]
(1)
(z′)
)
, (5.42)
where φ is defined in the perturbed case as
φ ≡ ReΦ[+](z = 0) = 1
2
(
φ0[+] + φ
0
[−]
)
. (5.43)
Note that this definition coincides with (3.38) in the unperturbed case. Using (2.84),
the leading Laurent coefficient of the contact potentials are given by
eφ
0
[+] =
1
2
Y Λ+
∑
j
∮
C˜j
dz
2πiz2
T˜
[0j]
Λ +
1
2
c
[+]
Λ
(
AΛ +
1
2
∑
j
∮
C˜j
dz
2πi z
TΛ[0j]
)
+
1
2
c
[+]
♭ ,
eφ
0
[+] = −1
2
Y Λ−
∑
j
∮
C˜j
dz
2πi
T˜
[0j]
Λ −
1
2
c
[−]
Λ
(
AΛ − 1
2
∑
j
∮
C˜j
dz
2πi z
TΛ[0j]
)
− 1
2
c
[−]
♭ .
(5.44)
Inserting in (5.43) we therefore obtain
eφ =
1
4
∑
j
∮
C˜j
dz
2πi z
(
z−1Y Λ+ − zY Λ−
)
T˜
[0j]
Λ +
1
4
c
[+−]
I A
I , (5.45)
and the full contact potentials via (5.42). As a useful consistency check, note that the
difference of (5.44) can be rewritten, after some considerable work, as
φ0[+] − φ0[−] =
∑
j
∮
C˜j
dz
2πiz
∂
ξ˜
[j]
♭
Hˆ [0j]
(1)
, (5.46)
consistently with (5.42). Altogether these results allow us to extract the metric follow-
ing the procedure outlined at the end of Section 2.5.
It is straightforward to relate this contact construction on ZM to the symplectic
construction on ZS . For this purpose, one needs to apply the change of variable (2.61),
where ζ± denote the location of the zeros of the perturbed section ν
♭, to all contour
integrals in the z plane. Under this change of variable, the integration measure becomes
dz
2πiz
=
(ζ+ − ζ−)
(ζ − ζ+)(ζ − ζ−)
dζ
2πi
. (5.47)
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Its expression to the first order in deformation can be found in (C.9). However, in some
cases it can be simplified. For example, integrated against a function which is regular
at ζ±, this may be rewritten as
dz
2πiz
=
r♭± dζ
2πif 20± ν
♭
[±]
,
1
r♭±
≡
∮
C+
dζ
2πi f 20±ν
♭
[±]
, (5.48)
where the factor r♭± ensures that the residue at ζ = ζ± is equal to one. Integrated a
function with a simple pole at ζ±, (5.48) must be generalized to
dz
2πiz
=
dζ
2πi
[
r♭±
f 20± ν
♭
[±]
+
(
1
ζ− − ζ+ +
s♭±
r♭±
)]
, (5.49)
where s♭± is the second coefficient in the Taylor expansion
f 20± ν
♭
[±] = r
♭
±(ζ − ζ±) + s♭±(ζ − ζ±)2 + . . . . (5.50)
Note that the correction term in round bracket in (5.49) vanishes in the case where ν♭
remains a global O(2) section. In this way, we may rewrite the invariant coordinates
introduced above as follows
Y Λ± ≡r♭±
∮
C±
dζ
2πif 20±
νΛ[±]
(ν♭[±])
2
z±1 ,
AΛ± ≡ ±
∮
C±
dζ
2πi
[
r♭±
f 20± ν
♭
[±]
+
(
1
ζ− − ζ+ +
s♭±
r♭±
)]
νΛ[±]
ν♭[±]
,
B±I ≡ ∓ ir♭±
∮
C±
dζ
2πif 20± ν
♭
[+]
(
µ
[±]
I + c
[±]
I log ν
0
[±]
)
.
(5.51)
From the computation of the deformed hyperka¨hler potential (C.22) in Appendix
C, one may check that the relation (3.38) continues to hold after perturbation, provided
with φ is defined by (5.43) and r♭ = (r♭+ + r
♭
−)/2. From the general equation (2.78),
this implies that
r♭ = |v♭fˆ 20+|
1 + zz¯
|z| e
Re [Φ[+](x
µ,z)−φ0
[+]
(xµ)] . (5.52)
We have not attempted to check this relation directly.
In [18], we shall apply this general framework to the hypermultiplet moduli space
in compactifications of type II string theory on a Calabi-Yau three-fold.
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A. Infinitesimal SU(2) transformations
In this appendix, we study the infinitesimal action of SU(2) on the local sections
introduced in the main text. We parametrize the Lie algebra of SU(2) by ǫ± = (ǫ∓)
∗
and ǫ3 = (ǫ3)
∗ such that(
α β
−β¯ α¯
)
=
(
1− i
2
ǫ3 ǫ+
−ǫ− 1 + i2ǫ3
)
+O(ǫ2) . (A.1)
The infinitesimal action of SU(2) on πA
′
, π¯A′ is given in (2.4),
δ
(
π1 π2
−π¯2 π¯1
)
=
(
i
2
ǫ3 −ǫ+
ǫ− − i2ǫ3
)
·
(
π1 π2
−π¯2 π¯1
)
, (A.2)
The finite action of SU(2) on O(2n) sections was discussed in section 2.4. At the
infinitesimal level, (2.41) reduces to
δζ ≡ ζ ′ − ζ = ǫ+ − iǫ3ζ + ǫ−ζ2 +O(ǫ2) . (A.3)
In the patch i = 0, the O(2n) transformation rule (2.44) then leads to
δνI[0](ζ) ≡ ν
′I
[0](ζ)− νI[0](ζ)
=
[
ǫ+∂ζ − iǫ3 (ζ∂ζ − n) + ǫ−
(
ζ2∂ζ − 2nζ
)]
νI[0](ζ) +O(ǫ2) .
(A.4)
Thus, the Taylor coefficients of ν[0] =
∑
m ν
I
mζ
m around ζ = 0 vary under an infinitesi-
mal SU(2) action by
δνIm = (m+ 1)ν
I
m+1ǫ+ − i(m− n)νImǫ3 + (m− 2n− 1)νIm−1ǫ− . (A.5)
The variation of µ
[0]
I and its Laurent coefficients µI,m is obtained by replacing ν
I →
µI , n→ 1− n in these expressions.
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In an arbitrary patch Ui, the SU(2) action (2.44) is most easily expressed in terms
of f−2ni0 (ζ) ν
I
[i](ζ), which formally transforms in the same way as ν
I
[0](ζ). Similarly, the
SU(2) action (2.54) is most easily stated in terms of f−2i0 (ζ) exp(−µ[i]/c[i]I ), which also
formally transforms in the same way as νI[0](ζ). After the gauge transformation (3.13),
the transformation rules of µ
[i]
I are changed to
δµ
[i]
T ;I(ζ) =
(
ǫ+ − iǫ3ζ + ǫ−ζ2
)
∂ζµ
[i]
T ;I(ζ) +
(
ǫ+
ζ
− iǫ3 + ǫ−ζ
)
c
[0]
I −
(
ǫ+
ζ
− ǫ−ζ
)
c
[i]
I ,
(A.6)
consistently with the fact that (3.18) transforms like a non-anomalous O(0) section.
The variation (A.5) applies for the Laurent coefficients of any local section ofO(2n).
In particular, one may consider a homogeneous function G(να) of O(2nα) multiplets
να, of homogeneity degree n when each να are scaled with homogeneity degree nα:∑
α
nα να∂ναG = nG . (A.7)
Then, for an arbitrary contour Γ (not necessarily surrounding the origin), the SU(2)
variation of the integrals
Gm ≡
∮
Γ
dζ
2πi ζm+1
G(να) , (A.8)
is given by
δGm = (m+ 1)Gm+1ǫ+ − i(m− n)Gmǫ3 + (m− 1− 2n)Gm−1ǫ− , (A.9)
as one can check from explicit calculation. In particular, for n = m = −1, we recover
the remark in [38], according to which a contour integral of a section of O(−2) is SU(2)-
invariant. For n = −3/2, the contour integral of a section of O(−3) with m = −1,−2
instead produces a SU(2) doublet. These observations are central to the superconformal
quotient discussed in Section 3.2.
B. An alternative formulation for hypermultiplet moduli spaces
In this appendix we explain the relation between the formulation of the hypermulti-
plet space used in Section 4, and the one introduced in [27] using a different contour
prescription, and establish their equivalence up to a local symplectomorphism.
Aiming for a Lagrangian L′ whose limit v♭ → 0 is regular, [27] considered the
contour integral
L′(v, v¯, x) = Im
∮
C
dζ
2πiζ
(
F (ηΛ)
η♭
+ 4ic η♭ log η♭
)
, (B.1)
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where the contour C appearing in (4.1) encircles the poles ζ = 0, ζ+ counter-clockwise
direction and the logarithmic brach cuts connect 0, ζ+ and ζ−,∞, respectively. The
resulting Lagrangian
L′ = 1
r♭
ImF (η+)− x♭ Im F (v)
(v♭)2
+ xΛ Im
FΛ(v)
v♭
+ 4c
(
x♭ − r♭ + x♭ log x
♭ + r♭
2
)
, (B.2)
differs from (4.3), (4.14) by terms linear in xI only and therefore describes the same
metric. In terms of our general discussion, the contour prescription (B.1) arises from
the transition functions
H
′[0+] = 0 , H
′[0i] =
i
2
F (η)
η♭
,
H
′[0−] = H
′[0∞] =
i
2
F (η)− F¯ (η)
η♭
− 4cη♭ log η♭ ,
(B.3)
where i labels the patches where F (η) is singular. These transition functions are related
to the ones given in (4.2), (4.15) by the gauge transformation generated by
G[0] =
i
2
F (η)
η♭
− 2c η♭ log(η♭ζ) , G[∞] = i
2
F¯ (η)
η♭
+ 2c η♭ log(η♭/ζ) ,
G[+] = G[−] = G[i] = −2c η♭ log(ζ) .
(B.4)
The new non-vanishing quasi-homogeneity coefficients (3.16) are
c
[0]
♭ = c
[+]
♭ = −2c , c[∞]♭ = c[−]♭ = 2c . (B.5)
Note that in contrast to the description in Section 4.1, the coefficient c
[0]
♭ does not
vanish, corresponding to the Lagrangian (B.2) being quasi-homogeneous.
We now discuss the twistor lines arising from this new contour prescription. The
global O(2) sections η(ζ) are unchanged while the gauge transformation (B.4) induces
µ
′[0]
Λ (ζ) = µ
[0]
Λ (ζ)−
i
2
FΛ(η)
η♭
, µ
′[0]
♭ (ζ) = µ
[0]
♭ (ζ) +
i
2
F (η)
(η♭)2
+ 2c (log(η♭ζ) + 1) . (B.6)
Consequently, the coordinates wI become
w′Λ = wΛ −
i
2
FΛ(v)
v♭
, w′♭ = w♭ +
i
2
F (v)
(v♭)2
+ 2c (log(v♭) + 1) . (B.7)
The corresponding map between the coordinates ̺I and ̺
′
I is readily obtained using
̺I = −i(wI − w¯I). Furthermore, the base coordinates (3.36)-(3.39) are identical,
eφ
′
= eφ , Z ′a = Za , A′Λ = AΛ , B′I = BI , (B.8)
where the last equality follows from (3.39) upon a brief computation. Taking into
account also that only c
[+−]
I , which are equal in the two formulations, contribute to the
general expressions (3.53), this, in turn, implies that both contour prescriptions give
rise to the same twistor lines (4.23).
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C. Deformed superconformal quotient
In this appendix we generalize the superconformal quotient procedure of Section 3.2 to
include deformations. While conceptually straightforward, this procedure is toilsome
compared to the contact geometry approach of Section 5.2. Nevertheless, we include it
here for completeness, as it provides useful consistency checks on our formalism,
Coordinates on the deformed base
As in the undeformed case described in Section 3.2, SU(2) invariant functions on the
Swann bundle S can be obtained by contour-integrating O(−2) sections on ZS . In
the presence of deformations, the global sections ηI in (3.36) must be replaced by the
deformed local sections νI[+], leading to the definitions
26
1
r♭
≡ Re
∮
C+
dζ
2πi f 20+
1
ν♭[+]
, AΛ ≡ r♭Re
∮
C+
dζ
2πi f 20+
νΛ[+]
(ν♭[+])
2
,
Za ≡ r♭
∮
C+
dζ
2πi f 20+
νa[+]
ν♭[+]ν
0
[+]
, BI ≡ 2r♭ Im
∮
C+
dζ
2πi f 20+
µ
[+]
I + c
[+]
I log ν
0
[+]
ν♭[+]
.
(C.1)
To first order in the deformation, this gives
r♭ = r˘♭ +
1
2
(
νˆ♭ζ,+ − νˆ♭ζ,−
)
+
v¯♭
r♭
(
νˆ♭+ + νˆ
♭
−
)
,
Za = Z˘a + νˆ
a
+ − A˘aνˆ♭+
ζ+η0+
− νˆ
0
+ − A˘0νˆ♭+
ζ+η0+
Z˘a ,
AΛ = A˘Λ + 1
2r♭
(
νˆΛζ,+ − νˆΛζ,− +
2v¯♭
r♭
(
νˆΛ+ + νˆ
Λ
−
))
− 1
(r♭)2
Re
[
ζ+η
Λ
+νˆ
♭
ζζ,+ +
(
2r♭A˘Λ − xΛ + 2v¯Λζ+
)
νˆ♭ζ,+ + 2
(
2v¯♭A˘Λ − v¯Λ
)
νˆ♭+
]
,
(C.2)
where ˘ marks the unperturbed quantities defined in (3.36) and we introduced
νˆI± = f
2
0±νˆ
I
[±](ζ±) , νˆ
I
ζ,± = ∂ζ
(
f 20±νˆ
I
[±]
)
(ζ±) , νˆ
I
ζζ,± = ∂
2
ζ
(
f 20±νˆ
I
[±]
)
(ζ±) . (C.3)
We omitted the expansion of BI since it will not be needed. The SU(2) invariant R
defined in (3.40) may also be extended to the deformed case as
R = R˘
[
1 +
1
2
(
νˆ0+ − A˘0νˆ♭+
ζ+η0+
+
νˆ0− − A˘0νˆ♭−
ζ−η0−
)
− 1
2r♭
(
νˆ♭ζ,+ − νˆ♭ζ,− +
2v¯♭
r♭
(
νˆ♭+ + νˆ
♭
−
))]
.
(C.4)
Using the formulae given at the end of this appendix, one can check explicitly that the
above expressions are indeed SU(2) invariant.
26Note that dζ/f20+ = dζ
[+] is the natural integration measure in the patch U+.
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Coordinates on the C2/Z2 fiber
The coordinates πA
′
on the fiber of S, (3.41) can be similarly generalized to the de-
formed case as follows:
π1 = C
∫
C+
dζ
2πi
ζ
f 20+ν
♭
[+]
(
f 20+ν
0
[+]
)1/2
= π˘1
[
1− νˆ
0
+
2ζ+η
0
+
− νˆ
♭
ζ,+
r♭
− νˆ
♭
+
2r♭
(
4v¯♭
r♭
+
x0 + 2v0/ζ+
ζ+η
0
+
)]
,
π2 = −C¯
∫
C−
dζ
2πi
ζ
f 20−ν
♭
[−]
(−f 20−ν0[−])1/2
= π˘2
[
1− νˆ
0
−
2ζ−η0−
+
νˆ♭ζ,−
r♭
− νˆ
♭
−
2r♭
(
4v¯♭
r♭
− x
0 + 2v0/ζ−
ζ−η0−
)]
.
(C.5)
The conjugate variables π¯A′ can be obtained from (C.5) using
ζ+ = −1/ζ− , ηΛ+ = ηΛ− , νˆI+ = −νˆI−/ζ2− , νˆIζ,+ = −νˆIζ,− + 2νˆI−/ζ− . (C.6)
In particular, one has very simple relations
ζ+ ≡ −π
1
π¯2
= ζ˘+
(
1− νˆ
♭
+
r♭ζ+
)
, ζ− ≡ π
2
π¯1
= ζ˘−
(
1 +
νˆ♭−
r♭ζ−
)
, (C.7)
whereas the variable z = π1/π2 parametrizing the fiber of ZM is given by
z = z˘
[
1− νˆ
0
+
2ζ+η0+
+
νˆ0−
2ζ−η0−
− νˆ
♭
ζ,+ + νˆ
♭
ζ,−
r♭
− νˆ
♭
+
2r♭
(
4v¯♭
r♭
+
x0 + 2v0/ζ+
ζ+η0+
)
+
νˆ♭−
2r♭
(
4v¯♭
r♭
− x
0 + 2v0/ζ−
ζ−η0−
)]
. (C.8)
To first order in the perturbation, the two quantities in (C.7) provide the zeros ζ± of the
deformed section ν♭, and (2.57),(2.61) continue to hold. Using the explicit expressions
(C.5) for πA
′
, one finds
dz
z
=
[
r♭
ζη♭
− 1
r♭
(
νˆ♭+
(ζ − ζ+)2 +
νˆ♭−
(ζ − ζ−)2
)]
dζ . (C.9)
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Relation to the contact geometric approach
Using this relation, one may relate the coordinates defined here to those defined in
Section 5.2:
Y Λ+ = RZΛ
(
1− 3i
∑
j
∫
C˜j
dz˘
2πiz˘
∂ρ♭H
[0j]
(1) (ξ˘(z˘), ρ(z˘))
)
,
AΛ = AΛ + iR˘
∑
j
∫
C˜j
dz˘
2πiz˘
(
z˘−1ZΛ + z˘Z¯Λ
)
∂ρ♭H
[0j]
(1)
(ξ˘(z˘), ρ(z˘)) ,
r♭ =
1
2
(r♭+ + r
♭
−) , BI = BI ,
(C.10)
where
ξ˘Λ(z˘) = A˘Λ + R˘
(
z˘−1Z˘Λ − z˘ ˘¯ZΛ
)
,
ρI(z˘) = B˘I − i
∑
j
∫
C˜j
dz˘′
2πi z˘′
z˘′ + z˘
z˘′ − z˘ H
[ij]
I (ξ˘(z˘
′))
− i
(
H
[i0]
I (ξ˘(z˘)) +H
[i∞]
I (ξ˘(z˘))
)
− ic[+−]I log z˘
(C.11)
parametrize the unperturbed twistor lines and z˘ is related to ζ through the (unde-
formed) relation (2.61),
z˘ = −1
˘¯z
ζ − ζ˘+
ζ − ζ˘−
. (C.12)
With these definitions and relations, it is tedious but straightforward to compute
the deformed complex coordinate ξΛ = uΛ/u♭ on Z in terms of the coordinates on
M× CP 1,
ξΛ = AΛ + z−1Y Λ+ − zY Λ− + i
∑
j
∫
C˜j
dz˘
2πiz˘
z˘+ z
z˘− z
[
∂ρΛH
[0j]
(1)
− ξ˘Λ(z˘)∂ρ♭H [0j](1)
]
. (C.13)
Taking into account the relation
ρI = −2i ˘˜ξ[i]I − i
(
H
[i0]
I (ξ˘) +H
[i∞]
I (ξ˘)
)
, (C.14)
one verifies that this expression coincides with the result (5.31) from contact geometry,
at ζ = 0, z = z. A similar derivation of ξ˜
[i]
I in (5.39) ought to be possible but we have
not attempted to carry it through.
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Deformed hyperka¨hler potential
Having defined an appropriate set of coordinates on the Swann bundle, we now gener-
alize the representation (3.56) for the hyperka¨hler potential to the deformed case, and
relate it to the contact potential Φ[+] of contact geometry. For this purpose, we note
that the hyperka¨hler potential (5.12) can be written as
χ =
(
1 + νˆI0∂vI +
¯ˆνI0∂v¯I
) ∮
C
dζ
2πi ζ
[
1− xI (∂ηI + ∂xIρJ∂ρJ )] (H(η) +H(1)(η, ρ)) ,
(C.15)
where we omitted the summation over patches and used the relation (5.11) between
the undeformed and deformed complex coordinates vI and uI ≡ vI + νˆI0 . Following the
same steps (3.30) which led to the representation (3.56), one finds
χ =
(
1 + νˆI0∂vI +
¯ˆνI0∂v¯I
) [
r♭R˘
∮
C˜
dz˘
2πiz˘
(
z˘−1Z˘Λ − z˘ ˘¯ZΛ
)
(HΛ +H(1)Λ)
(
ξ˘(z˘), ρ(z˘)
)
+r♭c
[+−]
I A˘
I
]
−
∮
C˜
dζ
2πiζ
[(
xI∂xI − v
♭ζ−1 + v¯♭ζ
η♭
ζ∂ζ
)
ρJ
]
∂ρJH(1) ,
(C.16)
where ξ˘Λ(z˘) and ρ(z˘) are given in (C.11).
The unperturbed quantities A˘Λ, Z˘Λ, etc., are not SU(2) invariant. To arrive at the
desired form of the hyperka¨hler potential, we replace them in the first term of (C.16)
by their deformed SU(2) invariant counterparts and collect the remaining terms which
are all of order O(H(1)). The first term in (C.16) then reads
r♭R
∮
C˜
dz˘
2πiz˘
(
z˘−1ZΛ − z˘Z¯Λ) (HΛ +H(1)Λ) (ξ(0)(z˘), ρ(z˘))+ r♭c[+−]I AI , (C.17)
where
ξΛ(0)(z˘) ≡ AΛ + z˘−1 Y Λ+ − z˘ Y Λ− . (C.18)
The remaining terms are of three types: (i) the second term in (C.16), (ii) the terms
coming from the derivatives with respect to vI and v¯I in the first term in (C.16) and
(iii) the terms coming from difference between deformed and undeformed invariants in
(C.17). Altogether they should combine in an invariant expression written as a contour
integral of a O(−2) section. After a long calculation, one obtains
χ = r♭R
∮
C˜
dz˘
2πiz˘
(
z˘−1ZΛ − z˘ Z¯Λ) (H [0j]Λ +H [0j](1)Λ) + r♭c[+−]I AI
−i r♭R
∮
C˜
dz˘
2πiz˘
(
z˘−1ZΣ − z˘ Z¯Σ) (H [j0]ΛΣ +H [j∞]ΛΣ ) (∂ρΛH [0j](1) − ξΛ(0)∂ρ♭H [0j](1) ) (C.19)
+i r♭R
∮
C˜
dz˘′
2πiz˘′
∮
C˜
dz˘
2πiz˘
z˘′ + z˘
z˘′ − z˘
(
z˘−1ZΣ − z˘ Z¯Σ)H [ij]ΛΣ (∂ρΛH [0i](1) − ξΛ(0)(z˘′)∂ρ♭H [0i](1) ) ,
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where H
[ij]
ΛΣ are functions of ξ(0)(z˘), whereas H
[0i]
(1) are functions of ξ(0)(z˘) and ρ(z˘) (or,
in the last term, functions of z˘′).
This expression can be further simplified. First, taking into account (C.14) and
H
[ij]
♭ (ξ) = Hˆ
[ij](ξ)− ξΛHˆ [ij]Λ (ξ) + c[ij]Λ ξΛ + c[ij]♭ , (C.20)
it is easy to check that the first and third terms in (C.19) combine into one with the
derivatives of the transition functions replaced by T˜
[0j]
Λ (ξ(0), ξ˜
[j]) (5.23). Moreover, the
last term in (C.19) can be rewritten as
r♭R
∑
j
∫
C˜j
dz˘
2πiz˘
(
z˘−1ZΣ − z˘Z¯Σ)H [0j]ΛΣ
[
−TΛ[0j] +
1
2
∑
i
∫
C˜i
dz˘′
2πiz˘′
z˘′ + z˘
z˘′ − z˘ T
Λ
[0i]
]
, (C.21)
where for i = j the variable z˘′ lies inside the contour for z˘ and the first term appears
since in (C.19) the situation was opposite. Then the expression in the square brackets
is just ξΛ[0](z˘) − ξΛ(0)(z˘) for z˘ ∈ Uj . Finally, Y Λ and RZΛ differ by a phase factor (see
(C.10)) which can be absorbed into a redefinition of the integration variable z˘. As a
result, the hyperka¨hler potential can be written more compactly as
χ = r♭
∑
j
∮
C˜j
dz˘
2πiz˘
(
z˘−1Y Λ+ − z˘Y Λ−
)
T˜
[0j]
Λ (ξ[0], ξ˜
[j]) + r♭c
[+−]
I A
I . (C.22)
Comparing with the contact potential (5.45), one finds that the relation (3.38) continues
to hold in the perturbed case.
Deformed SU(2) transformations
The SU(2) invariance of the quantities defined in this appendix can be checked using the
following transformation rules, which follow from the general discussion in Appendix A:
δvI = iǫ3v
I + ǫ+x
I − 3
2
ǫ− ¯ˆν
I
3 , δv¯
I = −iǫ3v¯I + ǫ−xI − 3
2
ǫ+νˆ
I
3 ,
δxI = −2(ǫ−vI + ǫ+v¯I) , δ̺I = i (ǫ−Lu¯I − ǫ+LuI ) + ǫ3cI ,
δwI = ǫ+LuI + i
2
ǫ3cI , δw¯I = ǫ−Lu¯I − i
2
ǫ3cI ,
(C.23)
δνˆI0 = iǫ3νˆ
I
0 + iǫ+L̺I +
3
2
ǫ− ¯ˆν
I
3 ,
δνˆI± = (iǫ3 − 2ǫ−ζ±)νˆI± −
3
2
(
ǫ+ζ
2
±νˆ
I
3 − ǫ− ¯ˆνI3
)
,
δνˆIζ,± = −2ǫ−νˆI± − 3ǫ+ζ±νˆI3 ,
δνˆIζζ,± = −(iǫ3 − 2ǫ−ζ±)νˆIζζ,± − 2ǫ−νˆIζ,± − 3ǫ+νˆI3 ,
(C.24)
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where
νˆI0 =
∮
C
dζ
2π
HI
(1)
, νˆI3 =
∮
C
dζ
π ζ3
HI
(1)
, ¯ˆνI3 = −
∮
C
dζ
π ζ−1
HI
(1)
(C.25)
are Laurent coefficients of the deformation νˆI0 given in (5.7) (as usual, we omitted the
sum over contours).
The following properties, valid in the absence of perturbations, are also useful:
δζ± = −ǫ+ − ǫ−ζ2± + iǫ3ζ± , (C.26)
δηΛ± = −(ǫ+ζ¯∓ + ǫ−ζ±)ηΛ± , (C.27)
δz =
1 + zz¯
|z|
√
v¯♭
v♭
z ǫ+, δz¯ =
1 + zz¯
|z|
√
v♭
v¯♭
z¯ ǫ− , (C.28)
δρI =
(
ǫ+ + ǫ−ζ
2 − iǫ3ζ
)
∂ζρI . (C.29)
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